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1 Introduction 

The European Space Agency (ESA) has assigned the Technical University of Denmark to develop an 

airborne P-Band Ice Sounding Radar Demonstrator [1] called POLARIS (POLarimetric Airborne 

Radar Ice Sounder).  The demonstrator project includes design, implementation, aircraft installation, 

and a Proof-of-Concept (PoC) campaign over an appropriate ice sheet. 

To avoid the risk of spending large amounts acquiring data over the Greenland ice sheet with a system 

not functioning properly, a Functional Test Flight (FTF) was included before the PoC campaign.  The 

time between the two campaigns was used to analyze the FTF data and to correct various system errors. 

In addition to the testing of the POLARIS and the acquisition of ice data, the FTF and PoC campaigns 

constituted a prerequisite for testing of the on-ground processing software with real POLARIS data. 

The POLARIS data acquired in Greenland and delivered to ESA are presented in the Campaign Data 

Inventory report [2]. 

2 Functional Test Flight 

Before installing the POLARIS system in the Twin Otter aircraft it was extensively tested in Air 

Greenland’s hangar in Kangerlussuaq (Figure 2.1).  It was discovered that one ADC did not have any 

clock signal.  The soldering had detached.  For unknown reasons, also two other digital channels did 

not perform properly, so only one of the four (physical) channels of the DFE could be operated.  In the 

normal single-aperture mode, POLARIS is designed to acquire data from sub-aperture A and B in two 

separate channels and subsequently add the two channels in real time [3].  Obviously, this approach 

could not be used with only one functioning channel.  Instead, the two sub-apertures were combined 

using an analog combiner thus receiving on the full 4-element antenna aperture.  

The antenna structure is built by Air Greenland in Nuuk and had not previously been inspected by 

DTU.  It was discovered that Air Greenland had rotated one of the antenna elements 180° compared to 

the drawings produced by DTU and DECA (Figure 2.2).  Unless corrected, this would result in sub-

 

Figure 2.1 POLARIS testing in Air Greenland’s hangar, Kangerlussuaq. 
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aperture B having a null in the nadir direction at both polarizations.  Fortunately, the error did not cause 

a major delay, because overnight, Air Greenland obtained DECA’s permission to drill additional holes 

enabling the element to be rotated in accordance with the specifications. 

The first FTF flight was preceded by an electromagnetic interference (EMI) test, which in combination 

with the airworthiness flight test constituted the basis for the Supplemental Type Certificate (STC) as 

outlined in the Test Report [4]. 

2.1 Objective 

Unlike the airworthiness flight test, the FTF served to test the entire POLARIS system.  It was the first 

end-to-end test involving the antenna and the navigation system.  The objective was to test the system 

functionality and performance – not the usefulness of the system for glaciological applications.  The 

overall system requirements are defined in [5] and consolidated in [6]. 

2.2 Personnel 

Three people from DTU participated in the FTF.  In addition, the EMI test on the airport apron was 

carried out by an engineer from Air Greenland.  In Table 2.1 these people are listed together with their 

affiliation and field of responsibility. 

 

 

Figure 2.2 Antenna structure.  The picture (bottom view) shows the erroneous holes as 

well as the additional ones made in accordance with the drawing (top view). 
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2.3 Schedule 

The FTF took place in March, 2008 as outlined in Table 2.2. 

2.4 Test sites 

The FTF campaign was based in Kangerlussuaq, where Air Greenland has a hangar.  Since the FTF did 

not aim to acquire ice sounding data for glaciological applications it was not necessary to fly over an 

ice sheet representative for future applications.  Three test sites were selected, all contributing to the 

functional test of POLARIS: 

• the ice sheet close to Kangerlussuaq 

• an ice-covered lake 

• the runway in Kangerlussuaq  

A traceability matrix relating the test sites to a number of system features is shown in Table 2.3. 

Obviously, the ice sheet scene was intended to provide information about POLARIS’s capability as an 

ice sounder, e.g. its sensitivity and dynamic range.  Also this scene should enable the shallow / deep 

sounding (SDS) mode to be fully tested as outlined in Section 2.6.  No doubt, this scene is challenging 

as it is characterized by crevasses and ice inclusions resulting in a strong attenuation due to volume 

scattering.  On the other hand, it did not call for a long and expensive transit flight to the dry-snow 

zone.  

Table 2.1 FTF participants. 

Name Affiliation Responsibility 

Jørgen Dall DTU Mission management 

Carlos Cilla Hernández DTU Analog electronics 

Steen Savstrup Kristensen DTU Digital electronics 

Jesper Lynge-Krog Air Greenland EMI test 

Ståle Rogstad Air Greenland Pilot 

Robert  Lee Evensen Air Greenland Co-pilot 

Table 2.2  FTF campaign plan. 

Date Activity 

March 4, 2008 DTU personnel to Greenland 

March 5, 2008 POLARIS tests in hangar 

March 6, 2008 EMI test and FTF flight No. 1 

March 7, 2008 FTF flight No. 2 and 3 

March 8, 2008 POLARIS dismount and shipping 

March 9, 2008 Spare day 

March 10, 2008 DTU personnel to Denmark 
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Constituting flat surfaces with no (or little) penetration, the runway and the ice-covered lake were 

intended to give insight in POLARIS’s impulse response (including the antenna), as they result in a 

return waveform being the convolution of the radar impulse response and the flat-earth response, cf. 

Brown’s radar altimeter models [7].  Also, such scenes offer a simple test of the multi-aperture surface 

clutter suppression technique [8], as 

• their flatness offers the left / right symmetry needed for two-channel clutter suppression 

• their limited penetration means that virtually no subsurface signal is superimposed the clutter 

• their non-zero off-nadir backscatter coefficient contributes a strong surface clutter. 

However, with only one full-aperture channel available the clutter suppression aspect became 

irrelevant. 

2.5 Flight lines 

The FTF included three flights covering the three test sites mentioned in Section 2.4.  Figure 2.3 shows 

the flight line from the second flight (FTF2) with the runway at Kangerlussuaq, the ice-covered lake 

located between 50°10’W and 50°30’W, and the ice sheet between 48°00’W and 50°10’W.  The ice 

sheet scene starts west of the ice edge, passes the edge, and extends eastward over the increasingly 

thick ice sheet.  Along these lines, data have previously been acquired with the 60 MHz ice sounder of 

DTU. 

Table 2.3 FTF test sites. 
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Ice sheet near the ice edge ! ! ! !   

Ice-covered lake ! !   ! ! 

Runway ! !   ! ! 

 

Figure 2.3  FTF2 flight lines. 
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2.6 Operational modes 

It was the intension to test all the major operational modes [9]: 

• polarimetry 

• shallow / deep sounding 

• multi-aperture clutter suppression 

With only one functioning receiver channel, receive polarization selection called for re-cabling.  HH 

and VV polarization was selected during the first and the second flight, respectively.  

For the shallow / deep sounding mode to be fully tested the test site must have a substantial penetration 

depth such that overlapping range windows can be applied.  However, the associated pulse length 

alternation, the receiver gain alternation, and the on-board processing can be tested with any test site.   

For the third flight, the system was configured for the HH polarized, four-aperture mode, i.e. the two 

polarization switches were replaced by power dividers, and the four power dividers connecting to the 

antenna elements were bypassed.  Having only one functioning receiver channel implied that the four 

single-element HH signals had to be acquired sequentially, which means that no clutter suppression can 

be applied.  Still, each of the antenna elements could be tested separately. 

2.7 Results 

The main results of the FTF were: 

• the POLARIS system was successfully integrated with the Twin Otter aircraft (Figure 2.4) 

• the EMI test was successfully completed 

• the system functionality was tested 

• a number of malfunctions were identified (e.g. the first five in Table 2.4) 

• data were acquired for additional system debugging and performance assessment 

• the first POLARIS imagery was produced. 

Though the FTF data were very useful for DTU’s further development of the system, they are hardly of 

any value to ESA, so they are not considered a deliverable. 

The ADC problem was discovered prior to the flights.  After the first flight it was discovered that one 

of the Power Amplifiers and the associated power combiner had failed.  For the second and third flights 

a spare Power Amplifier (only 60 W) was used.  When analyzing the FTF data in the laboratory the TX 

jitter problem and the DFE RAM bit error problem were discovered [4]. 

The lower half of Table 2.4 lists a number of problems, which were known in advance.  They did not 

have a serious impact, but they, too, had to be addressed before the PoC.  For instance, the ultra-low 

phase noise oscillator from Wenzel was delivered shortly before the FTF, but not integrated. 

  

Figure 2.4 POLARIS electronics and antenna integrated with the Twin Otter. 
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Figure 2.5 shows the very first POLARIS image acquired over a hilly terrain just west of the ice sheet.  

The image suffers from poor sidelobe properties and a low SNR, but it shows that POLARIS does 

function as a radar.  In the figure just simple pulse compression has been applied, but subsequently an 

equalization based on the internal calibration signals has reduced the (close-in) peak-sidelobe ratio 

substantially (from -25 dB to -47 dB).  Also, all data acquired with a pre-summer factor exceeding 128 

suffer from overflow and consequently poor sidelobe properties.  This was not a design or 

programming error (rather a communication error), as a large pre-summer factor is not needed once the 

azimuth pre-filter is used.  In the images acquired over the ice, the bedrock cannot (or can barely) be 

seen.   

The PoC made it clear that the FTF data are impacted by additional errors, not listed in Table 2.4, e.g. 

the radio frequency interference (RFI) mentioned in Section 3.7.2. 

 

Figure 2.5 The very first POLARIS image. 

Table 2.4  Pending problems after the FTF 

Issue Comment 

ADCs 1 ! clock detached + 2 ! malfunction 

PA / power combiner Broke down due to an excessive input power level and 

out-of-band oscillations 

TX pulse-pulse jitter DSG problem (see Section 3.7.1) 

RAM One of the DFE RAMs has an unacceptable bit error rate 

Antenna connectors Antenna had to be opened in order to mount cables 

System oscillator Temporary solution with suboptimal phase noise 

VGA gain Pulse-pulse gain setting not yet implemented 

Pol switches Transients, not affecting the recorded data 

Azimuth pre-filter Not yet implemented (only the pre-summer was used) 
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3 Proof-of-Concept Campaign 

While the FTF was an instrument test, the Proof-of-Concept (PoC) campaign primarily aimed to verify 

the usefulness of the system for glaciological applications.   

The PoC campaign took place in Greenland in May, where surface melting is not yet an issue and 

where the weather conditions are more attractive that during the arctic winter.  Ideally, many different 

types of glacial ice (ablation zone, percolation zone and dry snow zones) should be covered with a 

limited number of flight hours. 

External calibration data were also acquired.  POLARIS makes use of internal loops for relative 

calibration, while external calibration can contribute to a more accurate absolute calibration.   

In support of the calibration and clutter suppression activities, laser scanner data were acquired 

throughout the PoC campaign. 

3.1 Objective 

The PoC had three objectives: 

• test the functionality and performance of the POLARIS system 

• acquire data testing the usefulness of the system for glaciological applications 

• acquire external calibration data. 

The first objective was a dedicated instrument test like the FTF.  Some POLARIS features were not 

ready for the FTF and others did not work properly.  All the issues listed in Table 2.4 and a number of 

minor issues had been corrected prior to the campaign and called for another test.  The RAM problem 

could not be corrected, though, and therefore only 4 out of 8 receive channels could be used. 

The second objective implies that data had to be acquired over an appropriate ice sheet, and since 

POLARIS is mainly designed for operation in Antarctica, where the dry snow facies are dominant in 90 
per cent of the ice-covered area (including the ice shelves), it was important to acquire some PoC data 
in the dry snow zone of Greenland. 

 

Figure 3.1 The PoC team. 
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The internal calibration loops and the antenna measurements enable a relative calibration of the 

POLARIS data.  An external calibration is required to verify the absolute calibration and to correct for 

(minor) constant calibration errors. 

3.2 Personnel 

Five people from DTU participated in the PoC, four from the POLARIS team, and one who operated 

the laser scanner.  In Figure 3.1 the entire PoC team is seen, including the crew from Air Greenland, 

and in Table 3.1 their affiliation and field of responsibility are listed. 

3.3 Schedule 

The PoC was coordinated with the ESA CryoSat Validation Experiment.  The Twin Otter aircraft had 

been booked for four weeks (April 15 to May 15) of which the first three were allocated to the CryoSat 

validation and the last one to the POLARIS PoC.  The campaign plan is outlined in Table 3.2. 

Table 3.1 PoC participants. 

Name Affiliation Responsibility 

Jørgen Dall DTU Mission management 

Carlos Cilla Hernández DTU Analog electronics 

Anders Kusk DTU Control, DSG, EGI, and 1553 communication 

Steen Savstrup Kristensen DTU DFE, storage 

Lars Stenseng DTU Laser scanner 

Ståle Rogstad Air Greenland Pilot 

Robert  Lee Evensen Air Greenland Co-pilot 

Table 3.2  PoC plan. 

Date Activity 

May 8, 2008 DTU personnel to Greenland 

May 9, 2008 POLARIS installation and ground tests 

May 10, 2008 Ground tests 

May 11, 2008 Ground tests, PoC1 flight (radar test) 

May 12, 2008 PoC1 data analysis 

May 13, 2008 PoC2 flight (calibration data) 

May 14, 2008 PoC3 flight (ice data acquisition) 

May 15, 2008 POLARIS dismount and shipping 

May 16, 2008 DTU personnel to Denmark 
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3.4 Test sites 

Like the FTF, the PoC campaign was based in Kangerlussuaq.  The test sites were selected from five 

categories: 

• ice-covered lake 

• ice sheet in the ablation and percolation zones 

• ice sheet in the dry snow zone 

• ice sheet near the ice divide 

• calm sea surface  

A traceability matrix relating the test sites to a number of system features is shown in Table 3.3 

A high sensitivity is required for two different reasons.  In the ablation and percolation zones the firn 

contains ice inclusions (and crevasses), which cause a strong volume scattering and hence a strong 

attenuation of the depth signal.  The dry snow zone is characterized by less attenuation (mainly due to 

absorption) but on the other hand the ice sheet is thicker.   

For scenes with a strong attenuation, the shallow / deep sounding (SDS) mode is used in order to 

simultaneously acquire data from the ice surface and the bedrock and deep ice layers. 

Since recent experiments at P-band indicate problems with volume scattering, it is crucial that some of 

the POLARIS data are acquired over the dry-snow zone, where surface melting never occurs.  The dry 

snow zone can be reached by flying North East towards Konstabel Pynt [9], but an additional fuel tank 

in the cabin is required.  (It was already installed due to the preceding ASIRAS campaign). 

At the ice divide, an ice crystal orientation fabric results from the fact that the ice flow is much slower 

along the ice divide than in the orthogonal direction.  Hence, this site is expected to be well suited for a 

test of the polarimetric capability of the POLARIS system. 

It is problematic to use a man-made calibration device.  Either its radar cross section (RCS) must be 

very large to exceed the strong surface clutter resulting from the nadir-looking geometry, or the 

calibration and clutter signals must be discriminated in the time domain, elevating the calibration 

device by several resolution cells, and still using an RCS large enough to prevent the adverse effect of 

the surface clutter sidelobes.  This is why a sea surface was used for absolute radiometric calibration.  

Table 3.3  PoC test sites. 
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Ice covered lake !    !  

Ice sheet in the ablation and percolation zones ! ! !    

Ice sheet in the dry snow zone ! ! !    

Ice sheet near the ice divide ! ! ! !   

Calm sea surface !    ! ! 
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In order not to rely too much on scattering models and the laser DEM, the surface must be sufficiently 

calm that its RCS is completely defined by its Fresnel reflectivity and the POLARIS altitude. 

3.5 Flight lines 

All of the three PoC flights started and ended in Kangerlussuaq.  The first flight was dedicated 

instrument tests over the large FTF test site, the ice-covered lake and some sea sites.  During the 

second flight, data were acquired over the ice-covered lake and two sea sites, as seen in Figure 3.2, 

where the ice-covered lake is in the NE corner of the PoC2 map and the two sea sites are to the left.  

The sea sites were selected based on three criteria: 

• they should not be ice-covered 

• they should be protected against the westerly wind to ensure a calm surface 

• they should not be surrounded by nearby high mountains resulting in ambiguous radar returns. 

 

Figure 3.2 PoC2 flight tracks. 

 

Figure 3.3 Flight lines used by University of Kansas (thin line) and DTU (thick line). 
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As shown in Figure 3.3, part of the third PoC flight, adopted a flight line previously used by University 

of Kansas.  This line was used from 45°W to the ice divide, where two local tracks were defined, one 

parallel to the ice divide and one perpendicular to it (Figure 3.4).  This way, the polarizations are in the 

principal directions of the ice fabrics, which is important because due to the RAM problem only HH 

and VV polarized data could be acquired, and polarization synthesis cannot be applied in order to 

verify the principal axes of the birefringence like in [10]. 

3.6 Operational modes 

The operational modes used at each test site are found in Table 3.4.  It is desirable to use the same 

mode for all ice zones [11], because in this case all variations in the acquired data can be attributed to 

the ice.  For the first leg HH polarization was used in combination with the SDS mode and for the 

return leg co-polarization (HH and VV) was used with SDS.  Thick ice may call for long pulses (to 

have enough sensitivity to map the bedrock and deep internal ice layers) as well as short pulses (to map 

 

PoC3 zoom with time info (UTC) 

 

Figure 3.4 PoC3 flight tracks. 
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the near surface part of the ice sheet from an altitude not much higher the than the surface elevation).  

The SDS mode meets both requirements. 

DualCo_SDS mode was also used at the ice divide, where the ice is likely to have anisotropic 

properties. 

In order to ensure the best possible chances of detecting the bedrock, single polarization was briefly 

used without SDS at the beginning of the return leg.  This way the sensitivity was maximized, because 

polarimetry and SDS reduce the effective pulse repetition frequency (each by a factor of 2) and hence 

the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).  For the same reason, a very long pulse (30 µs) and a small bandwidth 

(6 MHz) were used. 

Over the ice-covered lake and the sea sites data from sub-aperture A and B were acquired separately, 

i.e. a two-channel clutter suppression mode (CS2) was used.  In order to focus the effort [11], the 

system was not tested in the four-aperture configuration, which requires re-cabling.  The traditional 

way of handling rough surfaces, which are common in the ablation zone, is to fly low (in order to 

prevent the surface clutter from masking deep layers) and to use a short pulse (in order to avoid distant 

sidelobes).  Since this technique is not applicable from space, the multi-aperture clutter suppression 

technique is an interesting alternative, though still experimental.   

The ice-covered lake and the sea sites also served as calibration sites.  Ideally, all eight channels (four 

polarizations and two sub-apertures) should be acquired simultaneously in order to carry out a relative 

calibration of the amplitude, the phase, and the range offset.  However, since only four out of eight 

logical receiver channels were available due to the failing DFE RAM, special modes were designed.  

These four-channel modes are based on the Quad_CS2 mode defined in Appendix B of the Campaign 

Data Inventory report [2] and they are named QuadCo_CS2, QuadX_CS2 and QuadCoX_CS2:  

• QuadCo_CS2 alternately transmits H and V polarization, receiving on each pulse the co-polar 

signal from each of the two antenna sub-apertures   

• QuadX_CS2 alternately transmits H and V polarization, receiving on each pulse the cross- 
polar signal from each of the two antenna sub-apertures  

• QuadCoX_CS2 alternately transmits H and V polarization, receiving alternately from the two 
sub-apertures the co-polar and the cross-polar signals. 

The first and second modes enable a relative calibration of the two co-polarized channels and the two 

cross-polarized channels, respectively.  The third mode enables a relative calibration of a co- and a 

cross-polarized channel from each sub-aperture.  This way, a relative calibration can be applied to all 

eight channels. 

Table 3.4  PoC operational modes. 
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A low flight altitude was used, as it reduced the risk of ambiguous signals from mountains next to the 

test sites.  A fairly low altitude is also required by the laser scanner. 

3.7 Results 

During the PoC, the system was much more reliable than during the FTF.  All of the modifications 

made after the FTF worked as desired, except the elimination of the TX jitter.  An analysis of the PoC1 

data revealed that the changed timing did not completely prevent the jitter, and also a (so far unknown) 

radio frequency interference (RFI) was discovered when the PoC1 data were analyzed.  The jitter and 

RFI problems are addressed in Sections 3.7.1 and 3.7.2, respectively. 

The PoC1 data have not been processed and delivered to ESA because the second flight was to some 

extent a repetition of the first one and the PoC2 data are not affected by jitter.  In addition, the sea sites 

were more calm during the second flight, as discussed in Section 3.7.3. 

The results obtained in the percolation zone, the dry snow zone, and at the ice divide are outlined in 

Sections 3.7.4, 3.7.5, and 3.7.6, respectively. 

3.7.1 TX jitter  

The jitter implies that some of the transmitted pulses are shifted by one DSG DAC clock cycle (at 1250 

MHz), which corresponds to a phase shift of about 120° at the carrier frequency.  The phenomenon is 

clearly seen in Figure 3.5, but it is not easily detected in sounding data that are already pre-summed. 

Apparently the digital signal generator (DSG) can start up in two states, one with jitter and one 

without.  Transmission can start and stop without changing the state, so after start up (or reset) a 

calibration sequence can be analysed, and if no jitter is detected, jitter does not affect the data acquired 

until the next reset or power cycle.  Otherwise, a DSG reset and a new data acquisition / inspection is 

needed.  Usually the first try was OK, though, and even if no permanent solution has yet been found to 

the problem, the jitter could be avoided during the remainder of the PoC. 

 

Figure 3.5 Calibration data differentiated in the line direction to enhance the jitter. 
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3.7.2 Radio frequency interference (RFI) 

Figure 3.6 shows some deep sounding data acquired near the ice divide.  The RFI turns out to be due to 

the DFE output coupling into the ADC input.  The DFE output clock is pulse-coherent, which means 

that it is seen as stripes in the along track direction, and the range spectra have a distinct spike at 

25 MHz and at the harmonics.  After the PoC, ‘twiddling’ has been implemented in order to efficiently 

suppress this RFI contribution [4], but twiddling cannot be applied to data that are already acquired.  

Instead, another technique has been applied to the PoC data: the clock RFI is estimated from the data 

and coherently subtracted [4]. 

The RFI contribution resulting from the (non-coherent) data output cannot be suppressed in the PoC 

data.  Since most of the RFI is outside the 6 MHz band used for the small HH-polarized scene at the ice 

divide these data are less impacted. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.6 Bedrock detected at a depth of 3 km before and after RFI suppression. 
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3.7.3 Sea site 

Even though the sea sites were selected to minimize waves (without risking ambiguous signals from 

nearby mountains) the sea state was far from optimum.  Prior to the second flight it was much less 

windy in Kangerlussuaq, and the sea state was also somewhat better, but still not acceptable as seen in 

Figure 3.7.  According to simulations [9], capillary waves can be neglected, while gravity waves 

cannot if the required absolute radiometric calibration of 2 dB is to be met.  The waves may introduce 

anisotropic effects, and consequently a relative polarimetric calibration based on these data is 

questionable. 

On the other hand, the waves are an advantage in relation to clutter suppression experiments, as they 

mean that a stronger signal is received from off-nadir angles. 

A level 0a processing has been applied to selected PoC2 data sets [2], but no calibration or clutter 

suppression experiments have been attempted. 

3.7.4 Percolation zone 

The PoC3 data have been level 0c processed [2], and selected data sets have also been level 1b 

processed, e.g. that shown in Figure 3.8. 

This deep sounding window indicates that when flying from the ice edge, which is to the left of the 

image, the bedrock can be detected until the ice sheet has a thickness of more than 1 km (the flight 

altitude was 2000 ft above the ice surface).  In Greenland, ice of this thickness is located in the 

percolation zone, where the firn contains ice inclusions like ice lenses, ice pipes, and ice layers, which 

cause volume scattering and hence increased attenuation. 

3.7.5 Dry snow zone 

Figure 3.9 shows a deep sounding window from near the ice divide, where the ice is almost 3 km thick.  

The figure compares the bedrock profiles measured with POLARIS and the system operated by 

University of Kansas.  The two profiles are seen to be very similar, the main difference being an offset, 

which may be due to the fact that the POLARIS data are not yet range-calibrated and due to differing 

refraction index profiles used for conversion between delay and depth.  Also, the flight tracks of the 

two systems may be displaced by up to a few hundred meters in the horizontal direction. 

 

Figure 3.7 Sea state at calibration site. 
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Flying from Kangerlussuaq it becomes possible to detect the bedrock about 100 km before the ice 

divide is reached, at a point where the ice thickness is about 2.8 km.  This means that for thicknesses 

between 1 km and 2.8 km (cf. Section 3.7.4) POLARIS does not penetrate to the bottom, presumably 

due to the combined effect of ice depth, volume scattering, and the degraded system sensitivity 

resulting from the RFI. 

Figure 3.10 shows internal layers near the ice divide.  These layers are visualized by computing the 

relative range derivative of the multi-looked amplitude data.  In practice the sample-to-sample 

difference of the amplitude is computed and divided by the (averaged) amplitude at the same range.  

This way, the internal ice layers are enhanced (via high-pass filtering) and the range attenuation is 

suppressed (assuming an exponentially attenuated signal). 

The flight altitude was 2000 ft, and the bright line at the top is the surface echo.  The double bounce 

echo from the surface is seen at a depth of 350 m, and at about 750 m the seem between the shallow 

and the deep window can be seen (especially in the zoomed inset) because the resolution happens to 

differ:  The shallow window is acquired with a 2 µs, 85 MHz pulse while the deep window is acquired 

with a 10 µs, 30 MHz pulse. 

By mistake, POLARIS was configured such that the deep window in the co-polar SDS mode was 

 

Figure 3.8 Bedrock detection in the percolation zone. 

 

Figure 3.9 Comparison of the bedrock profile measured by  

DTU (white) and the University of Kansas (red). 
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garbled.  Without a real-time processor at the time, the mistake could not easily be discovered during 

the flight, and unfortunately this mode was used almost all the way back to Kangerlussuaq. 

3.7.6 Ice divide 

Due to the RAM problem, only the two co-polar channels could be acquired in the SDS mode, and due 

to the above-mentioned configuration mistake, the deep window is garbled.  This means that only the 

HH and VV channels in the shallow window are useful.  On the other hand, since the RAM problem 

was known in advance the flight tracks were oriented such that the H and V polarizations are either 

parallel to or orthogonal to the ice divide, and quad polarized data (polarization synthesis) are not as 

much needed, as they would otherwise have been. 

Figure 3.11 shows the internal ice layers near the ice divide at HH and VV polarizations.  Again the 

double bounce echo from the surface is seen at a depth of 350 m.  The upper parts of the two images 

are very much alike, whereas the lower parts differ.  For instance the dark layer at the bottom of the 

VV polarized image does not appear the same way in the HH polarized image.   

In the shallow layers, no crystal orientation fabric (COF) has yet developed because the ice has only 

been subject to a stretch perpendicular to the ice divide for a short period of time.  Consequently, the 

similarity of the two polarizations was to be expected.  The fact that the COF is better developed 

further down is probably the reason why the lower parts of the images differ, but the mechanism is not 

fully understood.  The COF gives rise to birefringence, i.e. the speed of light is polarization dependent, 

so after some propagation the two polarizations could be expected no longer to co-register and look 

different due to the coherent combination of signals from many ice layers within each resolution cell.  

However, the mis-registration does not seem to large enough to explain the phenomenon [12]. 

 

Figure 3.10   Internal ice layers mapped in SDS mode. 
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4 Conclusions 

In combination with the FTF the POLARIS system was successfully integrated with the Twin Otter 

aircraft and the EMI test was carried out.  The system functionality was tested and even if a number of 

errors were identified the first POLARIS image could be produced. 

Three problems directly impacted the PoC data acquisition: 

• the DFE RAM error means that only four channels could be acquired 

• the configuration mistake means that the deep window in the co-polar SDS mode is garbled 

• the RFI problem means that the SNR is degraded. 

Fortunately, a work around was found to the TX jitter problem. 

The quality of the external calibration data acquired over sea sites is questionable due to the sea state, 

and no calibration or clutter suppression experiments have been attempted. 

For ice thicknesses between 1 km and 2.8 km, POLARIS does not penetrate to the bottom, presumably 

due to the combined effect of ice depth, volume scattering, and the degraded system sensitivity 

resulting from the RFI.  At thinner and thicker ice the bedrock can be detected, and in the dry snow 

zone the POLARIS bedrock profile is similar to that obtained with the Kansas system. 

In the dry snow zone internal ice layers can be seen down to more than 1.3 km, and near the ice divide 

polarization dependent internal layers are seen.  The phenomenon is attributed the COF, but it is not 

fully understood. 

  

Figure 3.11   Internal layers near ice the divide at HH (left) and VV (right) polarization. 
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1 Introduction 
The European Space Agency (ESA) has assigned the Technical University of Denmark to develop an 
airborne P-Band Ice Sounding Radar Demonstrator [1] called POLARIS (POLarimetric Airborne 
Radar Ice Sounder).  The demonstrator project includes design, implementation, aircraft installation, 
and a proof-of-concept campaign over an appropriate ice sheet. A number of test flights have been 
carried out, and this report contains an inventory of the available data. In Chapter 2, an overview of the 
data inventory is given; details of individual soundings are given in Chapters 3 and 3.2. The file 
formats and naming conventions for the data are summarized in Appendix A, and the operating modes 
of the POLARIS system are summarized in Appendix B. 

2 Data Inventory - Overview 

2.1 Functional Test Flight 
In March 2008, two functional test flights were carried out in Greenland. These were intended for 
debugging and verifying the basic operation of the system. A number of technical issues (most of 
which were discovered as a result of these flights) preclude any scientific use of the data. Major issues 
include only one out of the four hardware channels being available due to malfunctioning A/D 
converters, an integer overflow bug in the online presummer, bit errors on one of the two DFE RAMS 
as well as a one-sample jitter of the DSG output. Furthermore, the flights did not reach the dry-snow 
ice zones. 

2.2 Proof-of-Concept campaign  
In May 2008, a Proof-of-Concept (PoC) campaign consisting of three flights was carried out in 
Greenland. The two first flights (PoC1 and PoC2) were intended to gather external calibration 
information, flying over water and frozen lakes. The third flight (PoC3) was a flight from 
Kangerlussuaq to the Ice Divide and back, testing the radar in the dry-ice zone. Analyzing calibration 
data from PoC1 and performing on ground tests, it was discovered that the jitter problem in the DSG 
output had not been resolved, meaning that some soundings would be degraded, and others not. Since 
there is no way to tell if sounding data - which are always presummed online before storage - are 
affected by the jitter problem, the data from PoC1 are not included in the inventory. Before PoC2 and 
PoC3, a workaround for the jitter problem was established, and PoC2 was basically a repetition of 
PoC1.  
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2.2.1 Overview of PoC Flight 2 

The PoC2 flight was a calibration flight carried out near Kangerlussuaq and Sisimiut, and over water. 
Since only four out of eight logical receiver channels were available (due to a failing RAM in the 
DFE), special modes were designed for this flight. These modes are based on the Quad_CS2 mode 
defined in Appendix B and they are named QuadCo_CS2, QuadX_CS2 and QuadCoX_CS2: 

 QuadCo_CS2 alternately transmits H and V polarisation, receiving on each pulse the co-polar 
signal from each of the two antenna subapertures  

 QuadX_CS2 alternately transmits H and V polarisation, receiving on each pulse the cross-
polar signal from each of the two antenna subapertures 

 QuadCoX_CS2 alternately transmits H and V polarisation, receiving on each pulse the cross-
polar signal from one aperture and the co-polar signal from the other aperture 

Figure 2.1 shows the flight line on a background of white (fjords) and grey (ice/land). 

PoC2 Flight Track

  53oW  30’ 
  52oW  30’   51oW 

 30’ 

 36’ 

 42’ 

 48’ 

 54’ 

  67oN 

 
Figure 2.1 PoC2 Flight Track 

 

Table 2.1 Overview of PoC2 soundings 

Sounding Mode 
Scene 
Type 

Bandwidth 
(MHz) Lines 

p080513_m202246 QuadCo_CS2 water 85 75250 
p080513_m202808 QuadX_CS2 water 85 104000 
p080513_m203436 QuadCoX_CS2 water 85 66750 
p080513_m204040 QuadCo_CS2 water 0* 162501 
p080513_m204543 QuadX_CS2 water 0* 212001 
p080513_m205200 QuadCoX_CS2 water 0* 234501 
p080513_m205958 QuadCo_CS2 water 0* 42000 
p080513_m210947 QuadCo_CS2 water 0* 124000 
p080513_m211449 QuadCo_CS2 water 0* 31000 
p080513_m211536 QuadCo_CS2 water 0* 158501 
p080513_m213845 QuadCo_CS2 water 0* 71500 
p080513_m214134 QuadCo_CS2 water 0* 106000 

* A bandwidth of 0 indicates a short (33 ns) unmodulated pulse. 
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2.2.2 Overview of PoC Flight 3 

PoC flight 3 was a flight from Kangerlussuaq to the ice-divide and back again following the same 
route. On the outbound leg, non-polarimetric shallow/deep sounding mode was applied (HH_SDS). At 
the ice divide and on the return leg, a dual co-polarimetric (HH & VV) shallow/deep sounding mode 
(DualCo_SDS) was employed. Unfortunately, an error in the setup means that the deep channel in 
DualCo_SDS mode (with a 12288 sample line length) was corrupted. This error was discovered late in 
the flight, and corrected only for the last sounding, m195939. At the start of the return leg, two short, 
deep soundings in HH single channel mode with an extra long pulse (30 μs) were carried out. The two 
soundings differ only in the employed bandwidth (6 MHz  for m18328 and 85 MHz for m183811). 

PoC3 Flight Track

  48oW   45oW   42oW   39oW 
  67oN 

 30’ 

  68oN 

 30’ 

  69oN 

 30’ 

 
Figure 2.2 PoC3 Flight Track 

 

Table 2.2 Overview of PoC3 Soundings 

Sounding Mode 
Scene 
Type 

Bandwidth 
(MHz) Lines 

 
Outbound leg 

p080514_m160527 HH_SDS land ice 85/30 440878 
p080514_m163949 HH_SDS land ice 85/30 281502 
p080514_m170135 HH_SDS land ice 85/30 592754 
p080514_m174308 HH_SDS land ice 85/30 347627 

 
Ice divide 

p080514_m180827 DualCo_SDS land ice 85 123876 
p080514_m182633 DualCo_SDS land ice 85 15625 

 
Deep sounding with 30 μs pulse 

p080514_m183228 HH land ice 6 163001 
p080514_m183811 HH land ice 30 46500 

 
Return leg 

p080514_m184349 DualCo_SDS land ice 30 339877 
p080514_m193125 DualCo_SDS land ice 30 197876 
p080514_m195939 DualCo_SDS land ice 85/30 241502 
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3 Data Inventory  
In this chapter each sounding is outlined in terms of: 

• a map 

• the data acquisition mode 

• the processing level, e.g. Level 0c 

• the data acquisition period (UTC) 

• the pulse repetition frequency after presumming (PRF) 

• the pulse bandwidth (B) 

• the pulse length (T) 

• the delay from pulse transmission starts to the first sample of the receive window (Delay) 

• the number of samples in the receive window (Samples) 

• the sampling frequency after processing (FS). 
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3.1 Data Inventory – PoC Flight 2
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PoC 2 − p080513_m202246

 52’  48’ 
  52oW 
 44.00’ 

 40’  36’ 

 42.50’ 

 43.00’ 

  66oN 
 43.50’ 

 44.00’ 

 44.50’ 

 45.00’ 

2 km

−  2
0:

23

−  2
0:

24

−  2
0:

25

Mode = QuadCo_CS2

Tx PRF = 20000 Hz, Rx Decimation Factor = 20

Level 0a                                    PRF[HZ]    B[MHZ]     T[us] Delay[us]   Samples   FS[MHz]    

20:22:52 to 20:25:23, 75250

 p080513_m202246_all_0a_fhha ()               500.0     85.00      2.00      3.20      2048    250.00    

 p080513_m202246_all_0a_fhhb ()               500.0     85.00      2.00      3.20      2048    250.00    

 p080513_m202246_all_0a_fvva ()               500.0     85.00      2.00      3.20      2048    250.00    

 p080513_m202246_all_0a_fvvb ()               500.0     85.00      2.00      3.20      2048    250.00    
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PoC 2 − p080513_m202808

 52’  48’ 
  52oW 
 44.00’ 

 40’  36’ 

 42’ 

 43’ 

  66oN 
 44.00’ 

 45’ 

 46’ 

2 km

−  20:29

−  20:30

−  20:31

Mode = QuadX_CS2

Tx PRF = 20000 Hz, Rx Decimation Factor = 20

Level 0a                                    PRF[HZ]    B[MHZ]     T[us] Delay[us]   Samples   FS[MHz]    

20:28:15 to 20:31:43, 104000

 p080513_m202808_all_0a_fhva ()               500.0     85.00      2.00      3.20      2048    250.00    

 p080513_m202808_all_0a_fhvb ()               500.0     85.00      2.00      3.20      2048    250.00    

 p080513_m202808_all_0a_fvha ()               500.0     85.00      2.00      3.20      2048    250.00    

 p080513_m202808_all_0a_fvhb ()               500.0     85.00      2.00      3.20      2048    250.00    
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PoC 2 − p080513_m203436

 48’  45’ 
  52oW 
 42.00’ 

 39’  36’ 

 42.50’ 

 43.00’ 

 43.50’ 

  66oN 
 44.00’ 

 44.50’ 

 45.00’ 

 45.50’ 

2 km

−  2
0:

35

−  2
0:

36

−  2
0:

37

Mode = QuadCoX_CS2

Tx PRF = 20000 Hz, Rx Decimation Factor = 20

Level 0a                                    PRF[HZ]    B[MHZ]     T[us] Delay[us]   Samples   FS[MHz]    

20:34:43 to 20:36:56, 66750

 p080513_m203436_all_0a_fhhb ()               500.0     85.00      2.00      3.20      2048    250.00    

 p080513_m203436_all_0a_fhva ()               500.0     85.00      2.00      3.20      2048    250.00    

 p080513_m203436_all_0a_fvhb ()               500.0     85.00      2.00      3.20      2048    250.00    

 p080513_m203436_all_0a_fvva ()               500.0     85.00      2.00      3.20      2048    250.00    
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PoC 2 − p080513_m204040

 52’  48’ 
  52oW 
 44.00’ 

 40’  36’ 

 42’ 

  66oN 
 43.00’ 

 44’ 

 45’ 

2 km

−  20:41

−  20:42

−  20:43

Mode = QuadCo_CS2

Tx PRF = 20000 Hz, Rx Decimation Factor = 10

Level 0a                                    PRF[HZ]    B[MHZ]     T[us] Delay[us]   Samples   FS[MHz]    

20:40:46 to 20:43:28, 162501

 p080513_m204040_all_0a_fhha ()              1000.0      0.00      0.03      1.24      1024    250.00    

 p080513_m204040_all_0a_fhhb ()              1000.0      0.00      0.03      1.24      1024    250.00    

 p080513_m204040_all_0a_fvva ()              1000.0      0.00      0.03      1.24      1024    250.00    

 p080513_m204040_all_0a_fvvb ()              1000.0      0.00      0.03      1.24      1024    250.00    
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PoC 2 − p080513_m204543

 50’ 
  52oW 
 45.00’ 

 40’  35’ 

 42’ 

  66oN 
 43.00’ 

 44’ 

 45’ 

2 km

−  2
0:

46

−  2
0:

47

−  2
0:

48

−  2
0:

49

Mode = QuadX_CS2

Tx PRF = 20000 Hz, Rx Decimation Factor = 10

Level 0a                                    PRF[HZ]    B[MHZ]     T[us] Delay[us]   Samples   FS[MHz]    

20:45:49 to 20:49:21, 212001

 p080513_m204543_all_0a_fhva ()              1000.0      0.00      0.03      1.24      1024    250.00    

 p080513_m204543_all_0a_fhvb ()              1000.0      0.00      0.03      1.24      1024    250.00    

 p080513_m204543_all_0a_fvha ()              1000.0      0.00      0.03      1.24      1024    250.00    

 p080513_m204543_all_0a_fvhb ()              1000.0      0.00      0.03      1.24      1024    250.00    
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PoC 2 − p080513_m205200

 55’  50’ 
  52oW 
 45.00’ 

 40’  35’ 

 42’ 

  66oN 
 43.00’ 

 44’ 

 45’ 

5 km

−  20:53

−  20:54

−  20:55

−  20:56

Mode = QuadCoX_CS2

Tx PRF = 20000 Hz, Rx Decimation Factor = 10

Level 0a                                    PRF[HZ]    B[MHZ]     T[us] Delay[us]   Samples   FS[MHz]    

20:52:06 to 20:56:00, 234501

 p080513_m205200_all_0a_fhhb ()              1000.0      0.00      0.03      1.24      1024    250.00    

 p080513_m205200_all_0a_fhva ()              1000.0      0.00      0.03      1.24      1024    250.00    

 p080513_m205200_all_0a_fvhb ()              1000.0      0.00      0.03      1.24      1024    250.00    

 p080513_m205200_all_0a_fvva ()              1000.0      0.00      0.03      1.24      1024    250.00    
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PoC 2 − p080513_m205958

 44’  43’   52oW 
 42.00’ 

 41’  40’ 

 40’ 

  66oN 
 41.00’ 

 42’ 

 43’ 

500 m

−  21:00

Mode = QuadCo_CS2

Tx PRF = 20000 Hz, Rx Decimation Factor = 10

Level 0a                                    PRF[HZ]    B[MHZ]     T[us] Delay[us]   Samples   FS[MHz]    

21:00:04 to 21:00:46, 42000

 p080513_m205958_all_0a_fhha ()              1000.0      0.00      0.03      1.24      1024    250.00    

 p080513_m205958_all_0a_fhhb ()              1000.0      0.00      0.03      1.24      1024    250.00    

 p080513_m205958_all_0a_fvva ()              1000.0      0.00      0.03      1.24      1024    250.00    

 p080513_m205958_all_0a_fvvb ()              1000.0      0.00      0.03      1.24      1024    250.00    
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PoC 2 − p080513_m210947

 10’   8’   52oW 
 6.00’ 

  4’   2’ 
 28’ 

 29’ 

 30’ 

  66oN 
 31.00’ 

 32’ 

 33’ 

 34’ 

2 km

−  21:10

−  21:11

−  21:12

Mode = QuadCo_CS2

Tx PRF = 20000 Hz, Rx Decimation Factor = 10

Level 0a                                    PRF[HZ]    B[MHZ]     T[us] Delay[us]   Samples   FS[MHz]    

21:09:54 to 21:11:58, 124000

 p080513_m210947_all_0a_fhha ()              1000.0      0.00      0.03      1.24      1024    250.00    

 p080513_m210947_all_0a_fhhb ()              1000.0      0.00      0.03      1.24      1024    250.00    

 p080513_m210947_all_0a_fvva ()              1000.0      0.00      0.03      1.24      1024    250.00    

 p080513_m210947_all_0a_fvvb ()              1000.0      0.00      0.03      1.24      1024    250.00    
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PoC 2 − p080513_m211449

  8’   7’   52oW 
 6.00’ 

  5’   4’ 

 29’ 

  66oN 
 30.00’ 

 31’ 

 32’ 

500 m

−  21:15

Mode = QuadCo_CS2

Tx PRF = 20000 Hz, Rx Decimation Factor = 10

Level 0a                                    PRF[HZ]    B[MHZ]     T[us] Delay[us]   Samples   FS[MHz]    

21:14:55 to 21:15:26, 31000

 p080513_m211449_all_0a_fhha ()              1000.0      0.00      0.03      1.24      1024    250.00    

 p080513_m211449_all_0a_fhhb ()              1000.0      0.00      0.03      1.24      1024    250.00    

 p080513_m211449_all_0a_fvva ()              1000.0      0.00      0.03      1.24      1024    250.00    

 p080513_m211449_all_0a_fvvb ()              1000.0      0.00      0.03      1.24      1024    250.00    
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PoC 2 − p080513_m211536

 21’  18’ 
  52oW 
 15.00’ 

 12’   9’ 

 25’ 

 26’ 

 27’ 

  66oN 
 28.00’ 

 29’ 

 30’ 

 31’ 

2 km

−  2
1:

16

−  2
1:

17

−  2
1:

18

Mode = QuadCo_CS2

Tx PRF = 20000 Hz, Rx Decimation Factor = 10

Level 0a                                    PRF[HZ]    B[MHZ]     T[us] Delay[us]   Samples   FS[MHz]    

21:15:42 to 21:18:21, 158501

 p080513_m211536_all_0a_fhha ()              1000.0      0.00      0.03      1.24      1024    250.00    

 p080513_m211536_all_0a_fhhb ()              1000.0      0.00      0.03      1.24      1024    250.00    

 p080513_m211536_all_0a_fvva ()              1000.0      0.00      0.03      1.24      1024    250.00    

 p080513_m211536_all_0a_fvvb ()              1000.0      0.00      0.03      1.24      1024    250.00    
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PoC 2 − p080513_m213845

 10’   9’   51oW 
 8.00’ 

  7’   6’   5’ 

 52’ 

 53’ 

  66oN 
 54.00’ 

 55’ 

 56’ 

1 km

−  21:39

−  21:40

Mode = QuadCo_CS2

Tx PRF = 20000 Hz, Rx Decimation Factor = 10

Level 0a                                    PRF[HZ]    B[MHZ]     T[us] Delay[us]   Samples   FS[MHz]    

21:38:52 to 21:40:03, 71500

 p080513_m213845_all_0a_fhha ()              1000.0      0.00      0.03      1.24      1024    250.00    

 p080513_m213845_all_0a_fhhb ()              1000.0      0.00      0.03      1.24      1024    250.00    

 p080513_m213845_all_0a_fvva ()              1000.0      0.00      0.03      1.24      1024    250.00    

 p080513_m213845_all_0a_fvvb ()              1000.0      0.00      0.03      1.24      1024    250.00    
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PoC 2 − p080513_m214134

  4’   2’   51oW  58’  56’  54’ 

 53’ 

 54’ 

  66oN 
 55.00’ 

 56’ 

 57’ 

2 km
−  21:42

−  21:43

Mode = QuadCo_CS2

Tx PRF = 20000 Hz, Rx Decimation Factor = 10

Level 0a                                    PRF[HZ]    B[MHZ]     T[us] Delay[us]   Samples   FS[MHz]    

21:41:40 to 21:43:26, 106000

 p080513_m214134_all_0a_fhha ()              1000.0      0.00      0.03      1.24      1024    250.00    

 p080513_m214134_all_0a_fhhb ()              1000.0      0.00      0.03      1.24      1024    250.00    

 p080513_m214134_all_0a_fvva ()              1000.0      0.00      0.03      1.24      1024    250.00    

 p080513_m214134_all_0a_fvvb ()              1000.0      0.00      0.03      1.24      1024    250.00    
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3.2 Data Inventory – PoC Flight 3 
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PoC 3 − p080514_m160527

  50oW 
 30’   49oW 

 30’   48oW  10’ 

 20’ 

 30’ 

 40’ 

 50’ 

  68oN 

20 km

−  16:06

−
−  16:08

−

−  16:10
−

−  16:12
−

−  16:14
−

−  16:16
−

−  16:18
−

−  16:20
−

−  16:22
−

−  16:24
−

−  16:26
−

−  16:28
−

−  16:30
−

−  16:32
−

−  16:34
−

Mode = HH_SDS

Tx PRF = 12500 Hz, Rx Decimation Factor = 25

Level 0a                                    PRF[HZ]    B[MHZ]     T[us] Delay[us]   Samples   FS[MHz]    

16:05:35 to 16:34:58, 440878 lines

 p080514_m160527_all_0a_dhh0 ()               250.0     30.00     10.00     11.20     12288    250.00    

 p080514_m160527_all_0a_shh0 ()               250.0     85.00      2.00      3.20      4096    250.00    

Level 0c                                    PRF[HZ]    B[MHZ]     T[us] Delay[us]   Samples   FS[MHz]    

Scene edge, 16:09:00 to 16:34:58, 389635 lines

 p080514_m160527_edge_0c_shh0 (CalEq)         250.0     85.00      2.00      2.93      1798    125.00    

 p080514_m160527_edge_0c_dhh0 (CalEq)         250.0     30.00     10.00     10.93      1224     31.25    
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PoC 3 − p080514_m163949

  47oW  40’  20’ 
  46oW  40’ 

  6’ 

 12’ 

  68oN 
 18.00’ 

 24’ 

 30’ 

10 km

−  16:40
−  16:41

−  16:42
−  16:43

−  16:44
−  16:45

−  16:46
−  16:47

−  16:48
−  16:49

−  16:50
−  16:51

−  16:52
−  16:53

−  16:54
−  16:55

−  16:56
−  16:57

−  16:58

Mode = HH_SDS

Tx PRF = 12500 Hz, Rx Decimation Factor = 25

Level 0a                                    PRF[HZ]    B[MHZ]     T[us] Delay[us]   Samples   FS[MHz]    

16:39:57 to 16:58:43, 281502 lines

 p080514_m163949_all_0a_dhh0 ()               250.0     30.00     10.00     11.20     12288    250.00    

 p080514_m163949_all_0a_shh0 ()               250.0     85.00      2.00      3.20      4096    250.00    

Level 0c                                    PRF[HZ]    B[MHZ]     T[us] Delay[us]   Samples   FS[MHz]    

16:39:57 to 16:58:43, 281502 lines

 p080514_m163949_all_0c_shh0 (CalEq)          250.0     85.00      2.00      2.93      1798    125.00    

 p080514_m163949_all_0c_dhh0 (CalEq)          250.0     30.00     10.00     14.53      1112     31.25    
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PoC 3 − p080514_m170135

  45oW   44oW   43oW   42oW 

 42’ 

 48’ 

 54’ 

  69oN 

  6’ 

20 km

−  17
−

−  17:04
− −  17:06

− −  17:08
− −  17:10

− −  17:12
− −  17:14

− −  17:16
− −  17:18

− −  17:20
− −  17:22

− −  17:24
− −  17:26

− −  17:28
− −  17:30

− −  17:32
− −  17:34

− −  17:36
− −  17:38

− −  17:40
−

Mode = HH_SDS

Tx PRF = 12500 Hz, Rx Decimation Factor = 25

Level 0a                                    PRF[HZ]    B[MHZ]     T[us] Delay[us]   Samples   FS[MHz]    

17:01:42 to 17:41:13, 592754 lines

 p080514_m170135_all_0a_dhh0 ()               250.0     30.00     10.00     11.20     12288    250.00    

 p080514_m170135_all_0a_shh0 ()               250.0     85.00      2.00      3.20      4096    250.00    

Level 0c                                    PRF[HZ]    B[MHZ]     T[us] Delay[us]   Samples   FS[MHz]    

Scene kansas, 17:05:00 to 17:41:13, 543392 lines

 p080514_m170135_kansas_0c_shh0 (CalEq)       250.0     85.00      2.00      2.93      1798    125.00    

 p080514_m170135_kansas_0c_dhh0 (CalEq)       250.0     30.00     10.00     17.08      1032     31.25    
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PoC 3 − p080514_m174308

 30’ 
  40oW  30’   39oW  30’ 

 12’ 

 16’ 

  69oN 
 20.00’ 

 24’ 

 28’ 

20 km−  17:4
−  17:45

−  17:46
−  17:47

−  17:48
−  17:49

−  17:50
−  17:51

−  17:52
−  17:53

−  17:54
−  17:55

−  17:56
−  17:57

−  17:58
−  17:59

−  18:00
−  18:01

−  18:02
−  18:03

−  18:04
−  18:05

−  18:06

Mode = HH_SDS

Tx PRF = 12500 Hz, Rx Decimation Factor = 25

Level 0a                                    PRF[HZ]    B[MHZ]     T[us] Delay[us]   Samples   FS[MHz]    

17:43:16 to 18:06:26, 347627 lines

 p080514_m174308_all_0a_dhh0 ()               250.0     30.00     10.00     11.20     12288    250.00    

 p080514_m174308_all_0a_shh0 ()               250.0     85.00      2.00      3.20      4096    250.00    

Level 0c                                    PRF[HZ]    B[MHZ]     T[us] Delay[us]   Samples   FS[MHz]    

17:43:16 to 18:06:26, 347627 lines

 p080514_m174308_all_0c_shh0 (CalEq)          250.0     85.00      2.00      2.93      1798    125.00    

 p080514_m174308_all_0c_dhh0 (CalEq)          250.0     30.00     10.00     17.08      1032     31.25    
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PoC 3 − p080514_m180827

 55’  50’   37oW 
 45.00’ 

 40’  35’ 

 24’ 

 27’ 

  69oN 
 30.00’ 

 33’ 

 36’ 

5 km

−  18:09

−  18:10

−  18:11

−  18:12

−  18:13

−  1
8:

14−  1
8:

15

−  18:16

−  18:17

−  18:18

−  18:19

−  18:20

−  18:21

−  18:22

−  18:

−  18:

−  1
8:2

5

Mode = DualCo_SDS  (only shallow channel available)

Tx PRF = 12500 Hz, Rx Decimation Factor = 25

Level 0a                                    PRF[HZ]    B[MHZ]     T[us] Delay[us]   Samples   FS[MHz]    

18:08:35 to 18:25:06, 123876 lines

 p080514_m180827_all_0a_shh0 ()               125.0     85.00      2.00      3.20      4096    250.00    

 p080514_m180827_all_0a_svv0 ()               125.0     85.00      2.00      3.20      4096    250.00    

Level 0c                                    PRF[HZ]    B[MHZ]     T[us] Delay[us]   Samples   FS[MHz]    

Scene icedivEW, 18:09:00 to 18:10:44, 13125 lines

 p080514_m180827_icedivEW_0c_shh0 (CalEq)     125.0     85.00      2.00      2.93      1798    125.00    

 p080514_m180827_icedivEW_0c_svv0 (CalEq)     125.0     85.00      2.00      2.93      1798    125.00    

Scene icedivNS, 18:17:00 to 18:18:59, 15000 lines

 p080514_m180827_icedivNS_0c_shh0 (CalEq)     125.0     85.00      2.00      2.93      1798    125.00    

 p080514_m180827_icedivNS_0c_svv0 (CalEq)     125.0     85.00      2.00      2.93      1798    125.00    
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PoC 3 − p080514_m182633

  4’   38oW 
 56’  52’ 

 28.00’ 

 28.50’ 

  69oN 
 29.00’ 

 29.50’ 

 30.00’ 

2 km

−  1
8:

27

−  1
8:

28

Mode = DualCo_SDS  (only shallow channel available)

Tx PRF = 12500 Hz, Rx Decimation Factor = 25

Level 0a                                    PRF[HZ]    B[MHZ]     T[us] Delay[us]   Samples   FS[MHz]    

18:26:41 to 18:28:46, 15625 lines

 p080514_m182633_all_0a_shh0 ()               125.0     85.00      2.00      3.20      4096    250.00    

 p080514_m182633_all_0a_svv0 ()               125.0     85.00      2.00      3.20      4096    250.00    
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PoC 3 − p080514_m183228

 10’   39oW  50’  40’ 

 21’ 

 22’ 

  69oN 
 23.00’ 

 24’ 

 25’ 

 26’ 

5 km

−  1
8:

33

−  1
8:

34

−  1
8:

35

−  1
8:

36

−  1
8:

37

−  1
8:

38

Mode = HH

Tx PRF = 10000 Hz, Rx Decimation Factor = 20

Level 0a                                    PRF[HZ]    B[MHZ]     T[us] Delay[us]   Samples   FS[MHz]    

18:32:35 to 18:38:01, 163001 lines

 p080514_m183228_all_0a_fhh0 ()               500.0      6.00     30.00     31.36     12288    250.00    

Level 0c                                    PRF[HZ]    B[MHZ]     T[us] Delay[us]   Samples   FS[MHz]    

18:32:35 to 18:38:01, 163001 lines

 p080514_m183228_all_0c_fhh0 (CalEq)          500.0      6.00     30.00     31.09       120      6.25    
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PoC 3 − p080514_m183811

 24’  21’   39oW 
 18.00’ 

 15’  12’ 

 19.50’ 

 20.00’ 

 20.50’ 

  69oN 
 21.00’ 

 21.50’ 

 22.00’ 

 22.50’ 

2 km

−  18:39

Mode = HH

Tx PRF = 10000 Hz, Rx Decimation Factor = 20

Level 0a                                    PRF[HZ]    B[MHZ]     T[us] Delay[us]   Samples   FS[MHz]    

18:38:19 to 18:39:52, 46500 lines

 p080514_m183811_all_0a_fhh0 ()               500.0     85.00     30.00     31.36     12288    250.00    

Level 0c                                    PRF[HZ]    B[MHZ]     T[us] Delay[us]   Samples   FS[MHz]    

18:38:19 to 18:39:52, 46500 lines

 p080514_m183811_all_0c_fhh0 (CalEq)          500.0     85.00     30.00     31.09      2394    125.00    
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PoC 3 − p080514_m184349

  45oW   44oW   43oW   42oW   41oW   40oW  42’ 

 48’ 

 54’ 

  69oN 

  6’ 

 12’ 

 18’ 

50 km

−  1−−  1
8:

−−  1
8:

48
−−  1

8:
50

−−  1
8:

52
−−  1

8:
54

−−  1
8:

56
−−  1

8:
58

−−  1
9:

00
−−  1

9:
02

−−  1
9:

04
−−  1

9:
06

−−  1
9:

08
−−  1

9:
10

−−  1
9:

12
−−  1

9:
14

−−  1
9:

16
−−  1

9:
18

−−  1
9:

20
−−  1

9:
22

−−  1
9:

24
−−  1

9:
26

−−  1
9:

28
−

Mode = DualCo_SDS  (only shallow channel available)

Tx PRF = 12500 Hz, Rx Decimation Factor = 25

Level 0a                                    PRF[HZ]    B[MHZ]     T[us] Delay[us]   Samples   FS[MHz]    

18:43:56 to 19:29:15, 339877 lines

 p080514_m184349_all_0a_shh0 ()               125.0     30.00      0.70      1.94      4096    250.00    

 p080514_m184349_all_0a_svv0 ()               125.0     30.00      0.70      1.94      4096    250.00    

Level 0c                                    PRF[HZ]    B[MHZ]     T[us] Delay[us]   Samples   FS[MHz]    

18:43:56 to 19:29:15, 339877 lines

 p080514_m184349_all_0c_shh0 (CalEq)          125.0     30.00      0.70      1.67       490     31.25    

 p080514_m184349_all_0c_svv0 (CalEq)          125.0     30.00      0.70      1.67       490     31.25    
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PoC 3 − p080514_m193125

  47oW  30’ 
  46oW  30’ 

  6’ 

 12’ 

  68oN 
 18.00’ 

 24’ 

 30’ 

 36’ 

20 km

−  1
9:

32
−

−  1
9:

34
−

−  1
9:

36
−

−  1
9:

38
−

−  1
9:

40
−

−  1
9:

42
−

−  1
9:

44
−

−  1
9:

46
−

−  1
9:

48
−

−  1
9:

50
−

−  1
9:

52
−

−  1
9:

54
−

−  1
9:

56
−

−  1
9:

Mode = DualCo_SDS  (only shallow channel available)

Tx PRF = 12500 Hz, Rx Decimation Factor = 25

Level 0a                                    PRF[HZ]    B[MHZ]     T[us] Delay[us]   Samples   FS[MHz]    

19:31:32 to 19:57:55, 197876 lines

 p080514_m193125_all_0a_shh0 ()               125.0     30.00      0.70      1.94      4096    250.00    

 p080514_m193125_all_0a_svv0 ()               125.0     30.00      0.70      1.94      4096    250.00    

Level 0c                                    PRF[HZ]    B[MHZ]     T[us] Delay[us]   Samples   FS[MHz]    

19:31:32 to 19:57:55, 197876 lines

 p080514_m193125_all_0c_shh0 (CalEq)          125.0     30.00      0.70      1.67       490     31.25    

 p080514_m193125_all_0c_svv0 (CalEq)          125.0     30.00      0.70      1.67       490     31.25    
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PoC 3 − p080514_m195939

  50oW 
 30’   49oW 

 30’   48oW 

 20’ 

 30’ 

 40’ 

 50’ 

  68oN 

20 km

−  2
0:

0
−

−  2
0:

02
−

−  2
0:

04
−

−  2
0:

06
−

−  2
0:

08
−

−  2
0:

10
−

−  2
0:

12
−

−  2
0:

14
−

−  2
0:

16
−

−  2
0:

18
−

−  2
0:

20
−

−  2
0:

22
−

−  2
0:

24
−

−  2
0:

26
−

−  2
0:

28
−

−  2
0:

30
−

−  2
0:

3

Mode = DualCo_SDS

Tx PRF = 12500 Hz, Rx Decimation Factor = 25

Level 0a                                    PRF[HZ]    B[MHZ]     T[us] Delay[us]   Samples   FS[MHz]    

19:59:47 to 20:31:59, 241502 lines

 p080514_m195939_all_0a_dhh0 ()               125.0     85.00     10.00     11.20      8192    250.00    

 p080514_m195939_all_0a_dvv0 ()               125.0     85.00     10.00     11.20      8192    250.00    

 p080514_m195939_all_0a_shh0 ()               125.0     30.00      0.70      1.94      4096    250.00    

 p080514_m195939_all_0a_svv0 ()               125.0     30.00      0.70      1.94      4096    250.00    

Level 0c                                    PRF[HZ]    B[MHZ]     T[us] Delay[us]   Samples   FS[MHz]    

19:59:47 to 20:31:59, 241502 lines

 p080514_m195939_all_0c_shh0 (CalEq)          125.0     30.00      0.70      1.67       490     31.25    

 p080514_m195939_all_0c_svv0 (CalEq)          125.0     30.00      0.70      1.67       490     31.25    

 p080514_m195939_all_0c_dhh0 (CalEq)          125.0     85.00     10.00     10.93      2846    125.00    

 p080514_m195939_all_0c_dvv0 (CalEq)          125.0     85.00     10.00     10.93      2846    125.00    
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Appendix A POLARIS data products 

A.1 Data Products 
Different data products are foreseen, depending on the level of processing applied, from raw, 
uncalibrated data, to Doppler-processed, polarimetric covariance matrix data or science products such 
as geolocated ice depths. The data product is characterized by Level and Sublevel, where level is a 
digit, sublevel is an alphabet character. Not all products are deliverables, some are intended merely for 
internal use. 

 
Level 0: Engineering data 

a: Raw, uncalibrated offset video data + unsynchronized navigation data + raw calibration data. 
b: Complex baseband data. If possible, calibration and equalization applied. In the calibration, 

differential gain, delay, and phase variations of the channels are corrected.  Navigation data 
are resampled to radar data times, and positions based on integrated velocities, with GPS 
corrections applied. Also, maps may be split into several scenes. 

c: Complex baseband, range compressed data (for short, unmodulated pulses, no compression is 
applied). For narrowband data, range decimation may be applied to reduce sampling 
frequency to that of pulse bandwidth. Also, range lines are truncated after compression, 
discarding invalid data (i.e. partially compressed echoes). 

Level 1: User data. These data are resampled to constant along-track spacing in a suitable (s,c,h)-
coordinate system. If the acquisition mode supports it, clutter suppression and/or attitude 
correction (polarization synthesis) may be applied. 

a: Complex baseband data. If full polarimetry is available, attitude-corrected HH, VV, and cross-
polar channels may be provided, otherwise only the available tx/rx polarizations are supplied, 
and not corrected for attitude. At level 1a, all channels in scene are resampled (coregistered) to 
the same along-track positions. 

b: Motion-compensated, Doppler-processed, detected data, resampled in along-track and vertical 
cross-track direction. If the acquisition mode supports it, full polarimetric covariance matrix 
data may be delivered, otherwise only the available tx/rx polarizations are supplied, 
uncorrected for sensor attitude. Level 1b deep and shallow channels are not necessarily 
coregistered along-track, as different pixels spacings may be applied at different depth ranges. 
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A.2 Filename Conventions 

A.2.1 General Comments 

During acquisition, radar data are divided into “maps”. Whenever the operator has selected a setup and 
starts the radar, a map number is assigned, based on the current UTC time. This map number is stored 
along with the radar data stream. Furthermore, the control PC stores the setup parameters together with 
the map number in a log file, so that radar data can be correlated with parameters off-line.  

 

After the raw radar stream and any auxiliary data have been assembled, unpacked and formatted 
offline, the radar data are, as a starting point, stored in a set of files for each map. In some cases, it may 
be desirable to divide the recorded maps into smaller strips, or “scenes”. Alternatively, an entire map 
may be assigned a descriptive scene name. By default, if no scene division is made, the scene name 
will be “all”. A set of files is generated for each data product. 

A.2.2 Generic Filename Prefix 

All files for a given map or scene and a given processing level share the same initial prefix, which is 
given by the format below:  

 

<generic_prefix>=p<YYMMDD>_m<HHMMSS>_<scene_or_cal>_<Lvl> 

 

where 
• <YYMMDD> = date of acquisition, e.g. 080514 for May 14th, 2008 
• <HHMMSS> = app. UTC time of at start of map (map number), e.g. 183228 
• <scene_or_cal> = Alphanumeric string with a descriptive name for the dataset. The 

scene name “all” is reserved for the case when the file set covers the entire map, which will be 
the case for level 0a data. For calibration data, the <scene_or_cal> specifier is used to 
indicate the type of calibration data. 

• <Lvl> = Data product level, indicated by two characters, where the first is a digit, and the 
second a lowercase character, e.g. 0a. The product level also determines the format of the 
associated sounding data files. 
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A.2.3 Channel-specific Filenames 

Sounding data filenames are constructed by adding a 4-letter channel specifier to the generic filename 
prefix, in the following way: 

 

 <sounding_filename>=<generic_prefix>_<ch_spec> 

 

The channel specifier, <ch_spec>  is given by four lowercase alphanumeric characters: 

 

 <ch_spec> = <depth_range><rx_pol><tx_pol><sub_apt> 

 

where 
• <depth_range> indicates the depth range of the sounding channel: 

 d for deep sounding (when both deep and shallow available) 
 s for shallow sounding  (when both deep and shallow available) 
 f for full sounding (when only one depth range available) 

• <rx_pol> indicates the receive polarization: 
 h for horizontal (i.e. along-track) polarization 
 v for vertical (i.e. cross-track) polarization 
 l for left-hand circular polarization 
 r for right-hand circular polarization 

• <tx_pol> indicates transmit polarization, same format as <rx_pol> 
• <sub_apt> is related to clutter suppression: 

 a, b, c, or d indicates the received subaperture for modes where clutter suppression 
is supported (c and d are only relevant for a 4-channel system) 

 0 indicates that all subapertures have been combined on receive. 
 1 indicates that all subapertures have been combined as part of offline-processing, 

without application of a  clutter-suppression algorithm (i.e. the same as 0, but done 
offline). 

 2 or 4 indicates that 2-, resp. 4-channel clutter suppression has been applied as part 
of offline-processing (this is never done at level 0) 

 

An example sounding data filename could be 

 p080514_m174308_all_0a_dhh0 

indicating that the file contains sounding data for the deep channel, horizontal receive and transmit 
polarization, with both subapertures combined online. 
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A.2.4 Auxiliary Data Filenames 

Auxiliary data include sounding parameters, navigation data, sounding data timestamps and external 
topography information (e.g. laser altimeter data). Auxiliary data can apply to all sounding channels in 
a map (“generic” data, e.g. unsynchronized navigation data), or to a specific sounding channel 
(“channel-specific” data, e.g. synchronized navigation data or sounding data time stamps). 

Auxiliary data filenames are constructed by adding a three-letter specifier to the filename, indicating 
the type of auxiliary data. For generic data, the three-letter specifier is added to the generic prefix 
(section A.2.2); for channel-specific data, the three-letter specifier is added to the channel-specific 
filename (section A.2.3). 

 

The currently anticipated auxiliary data formats are: 
• cfg: Sounding parameters, and processing parameters used to generate the data. For 

convenience, a .m extension is added so that it can be executed directly as a MATLAB script. 
Both generic and channel-specific cfg files may be present for the same data set. 

• nav: EGI inertial navigation data + surface height estimate. For level 0a, navigation data 
are generic, as no resampling to radar data has been performed. For higher level products, a 
resampled nav-file is supplied for each channel, and surface height estimates are blended into 
the nav-file. 

• top: External surface height measurements (e.g. laser altimeter), if available. This 
information blended into the nav and _sch files for products above level 0a. The top file is 
generic only. 

• utc: Timestamps for radar data – these are channel-specific and only provided for level 0a 
data. For higher level products, the sounding timestamps can be read directly from the 
resampled nav-file. 

• gps:  GPS data (from EGI or from external GPS) used to refine inertial navigation 
solution. Same format as nav-file, and only supplied at level 0a.  

• sch: Navigation data in (s,c,h)- coordinate system + surface height estimates for each 
channel. This is only present at level 1. The (s,c,h)-system definition is available in the level 
1a generic cfg file. 

• apf: Azimuth prefilter coefficients (if applied) 
• rfi:  If RFI-suppression has been performed, the subtracted profile is stored in this file  
• ant: Antenna pattern information 
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A.2.5 Calibration Data Filenames 

Calibration data use the same naming convention and format as sounding data. Note that by calibraton 
data, we mean the actual data recorded in the internal calibration loop and not the information derived 
from it. Thus it is an engineering format of little interest to the data user. The data derived from 
calibration is included in the channel cfg files from level 0b and above.   

 

For each depth range in the sounding (or, more accurately, for each set of pulse parameters used), 
internal calibration data are acquired in four different modes to cover the dynamic range of the system. 
This is accomplished by leading the transmitter output through an attenuator to the receiver input. 
Furthermore, calibration data are in most situations acquired both before and after mapping, and also, 
all receiver channels are recorded independently (i.e. they are not combined on receive even though 
they may be so in the corresponding sounding mode). This leads to a large number of files, which are 
therefore stored in a separate cal/ subdirectory. All calibration data for a given sounding use the 
same map date and map number as the sounding (see section A.2.2), whereas the <scene_or_cal> 
specifier is used to indicate the type of calibration data, using the following specifiers, where the 
trailing digit indicates pre-map calibration (0) or post-map calibration (1): 

 calq0, calq1  =  High attenuation (160 dB), low receiver gain  
 calt0, calt1  =  High attenuation (160 dB), high receiver gain  
 call0, call1 =  Low attenuation (100 dB), low receiver gain 
 calh0, calh1 =  Low attenuation (100 dB), high receiver gain 

The high and low receiver gains will in general, but not always, be the same as used in the sounding. 
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A.2.6 Example POLARIS Dataset 

Contents of the main directory for an example data set. The mode used is HH_SDS, which means 
horizontal transmit and receive polarization, with alternating shallow- and deep acquisition. 

 
p080514_m174308_all_0a_cfg.m Level 0a generic sounding parameters 
p080514_m174308_all_0a_dhh0 Sounding data, deep channel, HH pol, subapt A+B 
p080514_m174308_all_0a_dhh0_cfg.m Parameters for deep channel, HH pol, subapt A+B 
p080514_m174308_all_0a_dhh0_utc Time stamps for deep channel, HH pol, subapt A+B 
p080514_m174308_all_0a_gps GPS navigation data (generic, unsynchronized) 
p080514_m174308_all_0a_nav EGI navigation data (generic, unsynchronized) 
p080514_m174308_all_0a_shh0 Sounding data, shallow channel, HH pol, subapt A+B 
p080514_m174308_all_0a_shh0_cfg.m Parameters for shallow channel, HH pol, subapt A+B 
p080514_m174308_all_0a_shh0_utc Time stamps, shallow channel, HH pol, subapt A+B 
p080514_m174308_all_0b_dhh0 I/Q-demodulated, calibrated sounding data, deep ch. 
p080514_m174308_all_0b_dhh0_cfg.m Level 0b parameters for deep ch. 
p080514_m174308_all_0b_dhh0_nav Resampled navigation data for deep channel 
p080514_m174308_all_0b_shh0 I/Q-demodulated, calibrated sounding data,shallow ch. 
p080514_m174308_all_0b_shh0_cfg.m Level 0b parameters for shallow channel 
p080514_m174308_all_0b_shh0_nav Resampled navigation data for shallow channel 
p080514_m174308_all_0c_dhh0 Range compressed sounding data, deep ch. 
p080514_m174308_all_0c_dhh0_cfg.m Level 0c parameters for deep ch. 
p080514_m174308_all_0c_dhh0_nav Resampled navigation data for deep ch. 
p080514_m174308_all_0c_shh0 Range compressed sounding data, shallow channel 
p080514_m174308_all_0c_shh0_cfg.m Level 0c parameters for shallow channel 
p080514_m174308_all_0c_shh0_nav Resampled navigation data for shallow channel 
p080514_m174308_all_1a_cfg.m Level 1a generic parameters (sch coord. system def.) 
p080514_m174308_all_1a_dhh0 Along-track resampled sounding data, deep channel 
p080514_m174308_all_1a_dhh0_cfg.m Level 1a parameters for deep channel 
p080514_m174308_all_1a_sch (s,c,h) navigation data, generic for level1a products 
p080514_m174308_all_1a_shh0 Along-track resampled sounding data, shallow ch. 
p080514_m174308_all_1a_shh0_cfg.m Level 1a parameters for shallow channel 
p080514_m174308_all_1b_dhh0 Doppler processed sounding data, deep channel 
p080514_m174308_all_1b_dhh0_cfg.m Level 1b parameters for deep channel 
p080514_m174308_all_1b_dhh0_sch (s,c,h) navigation data for level 1b deep channel 
p080514_m174308_all_1b_shh0 Doppler processed sounding data, shallow channel 
p080514_m174308_all_1b_shh0_cfg.m Level 1b parameters for shallow channel 
p080514_m174308_all_1b_shh0_sch (s,c,h) navigation data for level 1b shallow channel 

 

For the example dataset, the number of calibration files (including auxiliary files) is 128. These are 
provided in the cal/ subdirectory. Since they are of no real interest to users, an example is not 
provided here. 
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A.3 Data Formats 

A.3.1 General Comments 

All binary data are in little endian format. Sounding data are generally 32-bit floating point (single 
precision), whereas auxiliary data (navigation, timestamps, etc) are 64 bit floating point (double 
precision). For complex baseband data, each complex sample is stored as 2 consecutive numbers, real 
part followed by imaginary part. 

 

A.3.2 Sounding data file format 

Sounding data are stored in binary files in range line order, in either real or complex IEEE single 
precision (32-bit) floating point, little-endian format. Complex samples are stored as two consecutive 
floats, real part followed by imaginary part. The line length can be read from the channel-specific cfg 
file in the ch.Nra  parameter, and the data format (real or complex) can be read from the 
ch.DataFormat parameter. There are no headers of any kind in the sounding data, all auxiliary 
information is stored in external files.  

 

A.3.3 Radar data timestamps (utc) 

The utc file contains UTC timestamps for the radar data. One file is provided for each data channel, 
thus the <Ch> channel descriptor should always be present in the filename. The file format is binary, 
little-endian, and consists  of 16-byte records, one for each echo line. The record structure looks like 
this: 

 
struct TUTCRecord 
{ 
  int utc_src;            // UTC source 
  int date;               // UTC date, given as YYYYMMDD 
  double time;            // UTC time of day [s]   
}; // 16 byte utc record 

 

For the utc_src parameter, the following values are presently possible: 

 utc_src = 1 : EGI  

Additional types may be added later. 

 

For higher-level data products where navigation and radar data have been resampled to coincide, the 
UTC file is not supplied, as the UTC record can then be read from the navigation data.  

A.3.4 EGI/GPS Navigation data ( nav, gps) 

The nav file contains navigation data and surface height estimates for the given map/scene. For raw 
level 0a data, this will be 50 Hz data, directly from the EGI,  not synchronized with the echo 
timestamps. If the navigation data have been resampled to radar data timestamps, there will be one 
entry per echo line. The file format is binary, little-endian, and consists of 128-byte records with the 
following structure: 
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struct TNavRecord 
{ 
  TUTCRecord utc;  // 16-byte UTC time record (see utc file) 
  double lat;        // WGS84 geodetic latitude [rad] 
  double lon;           // WGS84 longitude [rad] 
  double alt;           // WGS84 height above ellipsoid (HAE) [m] 
  double dif;      // Best estimate of altitude over terrain [m] 
  double ve;            // East velocity [m/s] 
  double vn;            // North velocity [m/s] 
  double vu;            // Up velocity [m/s] 
  double hdg;           // Heading [rad] 
  double pit;           // Pitch [rad] positive nose up 
  double rol;           // Roll [rad] positive right roll 
  int nav_src;          // Source of navigation data 
  int dif_src;          // Source of altitude over terrain estimate 
  char reserved[24];  
}; // 128-byte nav record 

 

For the nav_src parameter, the following values are presently possible: 
 nav_src = 1 : EGI Blended inertial and GPS  
 nav_src = 2 : EGI Pure inertial  
 nav_src = 3 : EGI Foreground GPS  
 nav_src = 4 : EGI INS fitted to GPS (post proc) 

Additional types may be added later. 

 

For the dif_src parameter, the following values are presently possible: 
 dif_src = 1 : Geoid height from EGI 
      dif_src = 2 : Nominal altitude over surface (manually entered) 
      dif_src = 3 : Laser altimeter  
      dif_src = 4 : Polaris sounding data 

Additional types may be added later. 

 

A gps file, if present, will be supplied at level 0a (unsynchronized) and used for refining the EGI 
inertial navigation data during the level 0b processing. Thus, above level 0a, nav data will incorporate 
GPS corrections, if available. 

A.3.5 (s,c,h) Navigation Data (sch) 

The sch file contains navigation data and surface height estimates for the given map/scene, in (s,c,h)-
coordinates, derived from the level 0b navigation data. These are curvilinear coordinates defined on a 
sphere that locally approximates the reference ellipsoid, with s the along-track coordinate, c the across-
track coordinate, and h the altitude above the reference sphere. The origin of the coordinate system is 
set at the approximate midpoint of the track, and the radius of the approximating sphere is chosen as 
the radius of curvature of the WGS-84 reference ellipsoid in the along-track direction, evaluated at the 
midpoint of the track. With this geometry, a great circle track can accurately be described by 
(s,c,h)=(s,0,h0). To relate  (s,c,h) to geographic coordinates, knowledge of the origin and orientation of 
the (s,c,h)-system is required. This is provided in the cfg file accompanying the sounding data, as 
lat_ref, lon_ref, and hdg_ref, from which the relevant transformations can be derived. A 
detailed description of (s,c,h)-coordinates can be found in the JPL paper “Repeat Pass Aircraft 
Interferometry Results at Portage Lake, Maine, and Innisfail, Australia” by Hensley et. al, available at: 

 http://hdl.handle.net/2014/25473 
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The sch file format is binary, little-endian, and consists of 128-byte records with the following 
structure, which closely resembles that of the nav-file : 

 
struct TSchRecord 
{ 
  TUTCRecord utc;  // 16-byte UTC time record (see _utc file) 
  double s;             // along-track coordinate [m] 
  double c;             // horizontal cross-track coordinate [m] 
  double h;             // vertical cross-track coordinate [m] 
  double dif;           // Best estimate of altitude over terrain [m] 
  double vs;            // along-track velocity [m/s] 
  double vc;            // horizontal cross-track velocity [m/s] 
  double vh;            // vertical cross-track velocity [m/s] 
  double hdg;           // Heading, relative to track [rad] 
  double pit;           // Pitch [rad] 
  double rol;           // Roll [rad] 
  int nav_src;          // Source of navigation data 
  int dif_src;          // Source of altitude over terrain estimate 
  char reserved[24]; // For future use 
}; // 128-byte nav record 

 

For the nav_src parameter, the following values are presently possible: 
 nav_src = 1 : EGI Blended inertial and GPS 
 nav_src = 2 : EGI Pure inertial data 
 nav_src = 3 : EGI Foreground GPS 
 nav_src = 4 : EGI INS fitted to GPS (post proc) 

 

Additional types may be added later. 

 

For the dif_src parameter, the following values are presently possible: 
 dif_src = 1 : Geoid height from EGI 
      dif_src = 2 : Nominal altitude over surface (manually entered) 
      dif_src = 3 : Laser altimeter  
      dif_src = 4 : Polaris sounding data 

Additional types may be added later. 

 

A.3.6 External topography file (top ) 

TBD 

A.3.7 Radar and processing parameters file (cfg.m) 

The cfg files contains the parameters for the radar data and the processing applied for the 
relevant data product. They are ASCII-files with a format executable as a MATLAB script. When 
executed in MATLAB, e.g.  run(‘p080514_m183228_all_1a_cfg’) 

struct-variables are created in the current workspace. Both generic and channel-specific parameter 
files are provided. 
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Generic parameters (gen structure): 
gen.MapNr = <int> Map number 
gen.Mode = <string> Mode/Setup name, string in single quotes, eg ‘DualCo_SDS’ 
gen.Conf = <string> Sensor configuration  
gen.TxPRF = <double> Transmit PRF 
gen.CalSw = <string> Cal/Sound switch pos. ‘S’ for sounding, ‘C’ for calibration 
gen.CalAtt = <string> Calibration attenuation , ‘L’  for low, ‘H’  for high  
gen.UTCStart = <double> Appr. Start time of scene, UTC HHMMSS 
gen.UTCStop = <double> Appr. Stop time of scene, UTC HHMMSS 
gen.TxPower = <double> Nominal transmitted power [W] 

 

Channel-specific parameters (ch structure): 
ch.Fc Center frequency of transmitted signal 
ch.Fs Sampling frequency of data in file 
ch.Fif IF frequency of data in file (0 for complex baseband) 
ch.DataFormat = <int> Data format, 1=real 32-bit float, 2=complex 32-bit float 
ch.PRF = <double> Effective Receive PRF after  presumming/prefilter 
ch.RxCh = <int> Receiver hardware channel (1, 2, 3, 4, 5 = 1+2, 6 = 3+4) 
ch.B = <double> Transmitted pulse bandwidth [Hz] 
ch.T = <double> Transmitted pulse duration [s] 
ch.Tukey = <double> Transmitted pulse Tukey tapering factor (0.0-1.0) 
ch.Nra = <int> Samples pr. line 
ch.RxDelay = <double> Receiver range delay, relative to Tx pulse [s] 
ch.RxGainCode = <int> Receiver VGA gain code (0-255) 
ch.NomRxGain Nominal VGA Voltage gain [V/V] 
ch.PresumFactor= <int> Online presummer decimation factor  = Presum DC gain 
ch.PrefiltFactor= <int> Online prefilter decimation factor (if 1, no prefilter applied) 
ch.PrefiltGain = <int> Prefilter DC gain 
ch.Eq = <int> 1 if equalization has been applied, 0 if not 
ch.EqFitOrder = <int> Polynomial fit order applied in equalization 
ch.DelayCorrection = <double> If calibrated - applied differential delay  [s] 
ch.GainCorrection = <double> If calibrated  - applied differential gain correction [dB] 
ch.PhaseCorrection = <double> If calibrated - applied differential phase correction [rad] 
ch.GSys = <double> Gain from receiver input to digital signal [dB] 
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The calibration parameters DelayCorrection, GainCorrection, and PhaseCorrection 
contains the differential corrections that has been applied to the data as a result of internal calibration. 
These quantities are by definition relative to the delay, gain, and phase measured for a reference 
channel, which is not corrected. To simplify things and allow long-term statistics to be applied, it has 
been decided to always use the receiver hardware channel 1 as a reference channel, even when this 
channel is not used in the sounding. The RxDelay parameter of all channels is set to the actual 
estimated delay for the reference channel, and differential shifts are applied to all other channels to 
coregister the channels. 

 

The gain correction is applied to give equal gain in all channels. Thus the system gain is determined for 
the reference channel, and all other channels are then multiplied by a constant to obtain the same 
system gain in all channels.  The system gain is the conversion factor from the actual power (in Watts) 
at the input of the receiver to the digital signal power after pulse compression with Blackman 
weighting (for an unmodulated pulse, no weighting is applied). It is found by integrating the detected 
digital signal energy over the mainlobe of the compressed calibration pulse, and dividing this by the 
nominal energy at the receiver input. The presummer gain and the prefilter gain for the sounding are 
included in this parameter, so one can convert directly from level 0c digital signal power to power at 
the input of the receiver: 
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where  

Latt : Calibration loop attenuation [dB] 

Fs : Sampling frequency after I/Q-demodulation [Hz] 

sPTR : Compressed calibration pulse, digital signal 

Nml : Samples in mainlobe 

Nrx : Number of receiver channels combined online 

Ptx : Nominal transmitter power [W] 

T : Pulse duration [s] 

wtukey : Correction factor for Tukey weighting (0.0-1.0) 

Gpresum : Presummer gain [dB]  =  20log10(Npresum)  

Gprefilt : Prefilter gain [dB]  =  20log10(Σcn) where cn are the prefilter coefficients 

 

The reason for the factor of ½ in the denominator is that the transmitter power is divided in the two 
subapertures before the calibration loop. When multiple channels are combined online (by a digital 
addition in voltage domain), the system gain refers to a hypothetical single analog receiver where the 
channels are combined in power before reception. Thus the system gain for two combined channels is 
3dB higher than in the single channel case.  

A.3.8 Azimuth Prefilter Coefficients (apf) 

This file contains the coefficients used in the online prefiltering of the data. The prefilter gain is the 
sum of these coefficients. The apf file  is an ASCII file, one coefficient pr. line. 
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A.3.9 RFI Suppresion subtracted profile (rfi) 

If RFI-suppression has been performed (by subtracting an average range profile from each line before 
I/Q-demodulation), the subtracted profile is stored in this file. The format is the same as the for the 
level 0a sounding data, but only one line. 

A.3.10 Antenna Pattern File (ant) 

TBD 
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Appendix B POLARIS Sounding Modes 
 

The POLARIS operating modes, as defined at the time of the Proof-of-Concept campaign, are listed 
below.  The acronyms used in the Mode ID column are: 

CalHX: Calibration of high RX gain and pol-switch leakage  

CalL: Calibration of low RX gain 

CalQ: Calibration of signal in quantization noise (and thermal noise) 

CalT: Calibration of signal in thermal noise (and quantization noise) 

HH: Horizontal transmit polarization, Horizontal receive polarization 

VV: Vertical transmit polarization, Vertical receive polarization 

DualCo: Dual Co-polarization, i.e. HH and VV 

Quad:  quadruple polarization, i.e. HH, VV, HV, and VH 

SDS: Shallow/Deep Sounding 

CS2: Clutter Suppression with two channels 

CS4: Clutter Suppression with four channels 

 

In the table, multiple lines having the same Mode ID indicates a setup that changes on a pulse-by-pulse 
basis. In the gain column, 0 means don’t care (the channel is not recorded). 

 

 

Mode ID TX pulse 
length 

(Short/Long) 

Cal. 
switches 

(Sounding/ 
Calibration) 

Cal. att. 
attenuator

(High or 
Low) 

Pol. 
switches  

(Hor or Vert 
polarization) 

RX gain 
for 

ch.1234 
(High/Low) 

Recorded 
Channels 
(HW ch.) 

# 
channels 

CalL L C L H LL00 1, 2 4 
 L C L V 00LL 3, 4  
CalHX L C L H HHHH 1, 2, 3, 4 8 
 L C L V HHHH 1, 2, 3, 4  
CalQ L C H H LL00 1, 2 4 
 L C H V 00LL 3, 4  
CalT L C H H HH00 1, 2 4 
 L C H V 00HH 3, 4  

HH L S H H LL00 1+2 1 

VV L S H V 00LL 3+4 1 

DualCo L S H H LL00 1+2 2 
 L S H V 00LL 3+4  

Quad L S H H LLHH 1+2, 3+4 4 
 L S H V HHLL 1+2, 3+4  
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Mode ID TX pulse 
length 

(Short/Long) 

Cal. 
switches 

(Sounding/ 
Calibration) 

Cal. att. 
attenuator

(High or 
Low) 

Pol. 
switches  

(Hor or Vert 
polarization) 

RX gain 
for 

ch.1234 
(High/Low) 

Recorded 
Channels 
(HW ch.) 

# 
channels 

HH_SDS S S H H LL00 1+2 2 
 L S H H HH00 1+2  

VV_SDS S S H V 00LL 3+4 2 
 L S H V 00HH 3+4  

DualCo_SDS S S H H LL00 1+2 4 
 S S H V 00LL 3+4  
 L S H H HH00 1+2  
 L S H V 00HH 3+4  

Quad_SDS S S H H LLHH 1+2, 3+4 8 
 S S H V HHLL 1+2, 3+4  
 L S H H HHHH 1+2, 3+4  
 L S H V HHHH 1+2, 3+4  

HH_CS2 S S H H LL00 1, 2 2 

VV_CS2 S S H V 00LL 3, 4 2 

DualCo_CS2 S S H H LL00 1, 2 4 
 S S H V 00LL 3, 4  

Quad_CS2 S S H H LLHH 1, 2, 3, 4 8 
 S S H V HHLL 1, 2, 3, 4  

HH_SDS_CS2 S S H H LL00 1, 2 4 
 L S H H HH00 1, 2  

VV_SDS_CS2 S S H V 00LL 3, 4 4 
 L S H V 00HH 3, 4  

DualCo_SDS_CS2 S S H H LL00 1, 2 8 
 S S H V 00LL 3, 4  
 L S H H HH00 1, 2  
 L S H V 00HH 3, 4  

Mix_SDS_CS2 S S H H LL00 1, 2 8 
 S S H V 00LL 3, 4  
 L S H H HHHH 1+2, 3+4  
 L S H V HHHH 1+2, 3+4  
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Disclaimer 

Neither ESA nor any other party involved in creating this report, associated data and 

processing tools shall be liable for any direct, incidental, consequential, indirect or 

punitive damages arising out of Users' access to, or use of, them. 

ESA and all other party involved do not guarantee the accuracy of information 

provided and make no warranties, expressed or implied, that the processing tools are 

free of errors, or are consistent with any particular standard of merchantability. We 

should be grateful if users could notify us of any errors or inaccuracies they may find.  

Please note that users use the processing tools and associated data at their own risk, 

see terms and conditions outlined on the ESA Earthnet Online website. 

 
Copyrights 

The contents of this report, associated data and processing tools are intended for non-

commercial use. ESA grants permission to users to copy information, images, 

documents and materials for non-commercial use. Use of them is subject to the terms 

and conditions outlined on the ESA Earthnet Online website.  
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Introduction 
 

With reference to the Campaign Data Inventory report, some data from POLARIS 

Proof-of-Concept Flight 3 (Poc3) are delivered through DVDs. In particular, the 

delivered data concern the four long flights, which may be identified by the following 

IDs: 

• p080514_m160527; 

• p080514_m163949; 

• p080514_m170135; 

• p080514_m174308. 

Both shallow and deep sounding Level 0c data are delivered. As specified in the 

Campaign Data Inventory report (Appendix A - “Polaris Data Products”), Level 0c 

data are complex baseband, range-compressed data. 

Together with the data, some processing tools (MATLAB routines) are provided. 

Those tools, developed by Michelangelo Villano within the ESA Young Graduate 

Trainee Programme, may help the user to display the delivered data, to perform 

synthetic aperture processing of them, and to display the processed data. 

1 Content of the DVDs 
 

POLARIS delivered data are distributed through eight DVDs, three of which are dual-

layer. Each DVD contains shallow or deep sounding data concerning one of the above 

mentioned four flights, as illustrated in Table 1-1. 
 

DVD no. Flight ID Depth Range Single/Dual Layer 

1 p080514_m160527 Shallow Dual Layer 

2 p080514_m160527 Deep Single Layer 

3 p080514_m163949 Shallow Single Layer 

4 p080514_m163949 Deep Single Layer 

5 p080514_m170135 Shallow Dual Layer 

6 p080514_m170135 Deep Single Layer 

7 p080514_m174308 Shallow Dual Layer 

8 p080514_m174308 Deep Single Layer 

Table 1-1 
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As far as the content of each DVD is concerned, it includes the following four folders: 

• “Data”, which contains the Level 0c data and some auxiliary files 

required for the processing; 

• “Tools”, which contains the processing tools (MATLAB routines); 

• “Images”, which contains some pictures of both Level 0c and 

processed data; 

• “Info”, which contains the information concerning the campaign and 

the processing tools. 

As shown in Figure 1-1, the “Data” folder includes four files: 

• the MATLAB workspace (.mat file) with the flight altitude over the 

air-ice interface, as retrieved from the shallow sounding data. This file 

is characterised by a short filename; 

• the data file (highlighted in blue in Figure 1-1); 

• the configuration file (.m file), characterised by the suffix “_cfg”; 

• the navigation data file, characterised by the suffix “_nav”. 

 

 
Figure 1-1 

 

It might be useful to copy the mentioned files from the DVD to the hard disk before 

running the processing tools in order to make the processing faster, however all the 

four files are required to be in the same folder when processing the data file.  

2 Processing Tools 
 

The “Tools” folder includes two subfolders, named “All” and “Selected”. As already 

stated, each DVD contains a data file, which will be also referred to as data set, whose 

size is considerable. The data set, in fact, refers to a relatively long flight track, which 
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ranges from 80 to 160 Km. The tools contained in the “All” folder may be used to 

display input data, process data and display processed data which refer to the overall 

data set, therefore they are useful to obtain an overview of the region. The tools 

contained in the “Selected” folder let the user display input data, process data and 

display processed data which refer to a selected area of the data set and provide the 

user with more detailed zoomed images.   

2.1 Processing the Overall Data Set 
  

As shown in Figure 2-1, the “All” subfolder contains twenty-seven MATLAB M-files. 

Four of them are main scripts, while the remaining twenty-three are functions, which 

are called during the execution of the main scripts.  

 

 
Figure 2-1 

 

The four main scripts, characterised by the initial capital letter and highlighted in blue 

in Figure 2-1, are: 

• “DisplayInputData”; 

• “ProcessData”; 

• “DisplayProcessedData”; 
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• “RetrieveFlightAltitudeOverIce”. 

A short description of the main scripts is provided below. 

2.1.1 DisplayInputData 
 

This script displays both shallow and deep Level 0c data. After having launched 

MATLAB, set the “Current Directory” to the folder containing the MATLAB routines 

and type “DisplayInputData” in the “Command Window” (Figure 2-2). 

 

 
Figure 2-2 

 

Select the data file through the “Select File” dialog box (Figure 2-3), then choose 

whether or not displaying normalised data (Figure 2-4). The data file is one of the four 

files present in the “Data” folder and may distinguished from the others, because it 

ends with “shh0” or “dhh0”. The data file is highlighted in blue in Figure 2-3. 
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Figure 2-3 

 

 
Figure 2-4 

 

Input data are displayed as in Figure 2-5. 

 

 
Figure 2-5 
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It is also possible to save the figure (Figure 2-6 and Figure 2-7), choosing between the 

following formats: MATLAB figure (.fig); Bitmap file (.bmp); JPEG image (.jpg); 

Portable Network Graphics file (.png); TIFF image (.tif). 

 

 
Figure 2-6 

 

 
Figure 2-7 

 

2.1.2 ProcessData 
 

This script performs synthetic aperture processing of both shallow and deep Level 0c 

data. After having launched MATLAB, set the “Current Directory” to the folder 

containing the MATLAB routines and type “ProcessData” in the “Command 

Window”. It has to be emphasised that the workspace containing the flight altitude 

over the air-ice interface, the configuration file and the navigation data file have to be 

present in the same directory as the data file. Select the data file to be processed 

through the “Select File” dialog box. The data file is one of the four files present in 

the “Data” folder and may distinguished from the others, because it ends with “shh0” 

or “dhh0”. Then specify the path and the filename of the processed data file through 

the “Save As” dialog box (Figure 2-8). The processed data file, obtained as an output 

of this script, may be displayed by means of the “DisplayProcessedData” script. It is 

recommended to keep the default filename. 
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Figure 2-8 

 

A waitbar shows what percentage of the processing is complete, as the processing 

proceeds (Figure 2-9). A common Personal Computer takes about two hours to 

process the data file.  

 

 

 
Figure 2-9 

 
An info file (.mat) with the information required to display the processed data is saved. 

The path and the filename of the info file have to be specified by means of a dialog 

box (Figure 2-10). It is recommended to keep the default filename and to save the file 

in the same folder as the processed data file. 

 

 
Figure 2-10 

 

2.1.3 DisplayProcessedData 
 

The script displays both shallow and deep processed data. After having launched 

MATLAB, set the “Current Directory” to the folder containing the MATLAB routines 

and type “DisplayProcessedData” in the “Command Window”. 
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Select the processed data file through the “Select File” dialog box (Figure 2-11). The 

processed data file is the output of the “ProcessData” script. It has to be emphasised 

that the corresponding info file has to be present in the same directory as the 

processed data file. 

 

 
Figure 2-11 

 

The processed data are displayed, as shown in Figure 2-12. Data have been 

normalised and range shifting has been applied before displaying. As far as the axes 

are concerned, the x-axis and y-axis refers to along-track distance and time delay with 

respect to a constant altitude reference track, whose height above the WGS84 

ellipsoid (HAE) is specified in the label of the y-axis. A “Warning: Log of zero” 

message may appear in the Command Window. Because of the range shifting, in fact, 

there are some zero elements in the data matrix, whose logarithm have to be 

represented. However, this is only a warning and does not affect the quality of the 

displayed figure. 
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Figure 2-12 

 

The displayed figure may be saved in five different formats (.fig, .bmp, .jpg, .png, .tif). 

In order to help the user to locate the different features, some location reference 

information is provided. As shown in Figure 2-13, the latitude, the longitude and the 

flight altitude over the air-ice interface are plotted as a function of the along-track 

distance.  
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Figure 2-13 

 

The reference location information may also be saved in five different formats 

(.fig, .bmp, .jpg, .png, .tif). 

2.1.4 RetrieveFlightAltitudeOverIce  
 

In order to perform synthetic aperture processing of sounding data, among the 

different parameters, the flight altitude over the ice is required. The “Data” folder, in 

fact, contains a workspace (.mat) file with the flight altitude over the ice, which is 

used within the processing. That workspace was created by retrieving the altitude over 

the ice from shallow sounding Level 0c data. This script let the user obtain the above 

mentioned workspace. After having launched MATLAB, set the “Current Directory” 

to the folder containing the MATLAB routines and type 

“RetrieveFlightAltitudeOverIce” in the “Command Window”. Select the data file 

through the “Select File” dialog box (Figure 2-14). The data file has to be a shallow 

sounding Level 0c data file. As illustrated in Table 1-1, DVDs no. 1, 3, 5, and 7 
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contains shallow sounding data. Specify the path and the filename of the workspace 

through the “Save to MAT-file:” dialog box (Figure 2-15). It is recommended to keep 

the default filename.  

 

 
Figure 2-14 

 

 
Figure 2-15 

 
The trend of the flight altitude over the air-ice interface vs. azimuth samples is 

displayed (Figure 2-16). 
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Figure 2-16 

 

2.2 Processing a Selected Area 
 

As shown in Figure 2-17, the “Selected” subfolder contains twenty-four MATLAB 

M-files. Three of them are main scripts, while the remaining twenty-one are functions, 

which are called during the execution of the main scripts. 
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Figure 2-17 

 

The three main scripts, characterised by the initial capital letter and highlighted in 

blue in Figure 2-17, are: 

• “DisplayInputDataSelected”; 

• “ProcessDataSelected”; 

• “DisplayProcessedDataSelected”. 

A short description of the main scripts is provided below. 

2.2.1 DisplayInputDataSelected 
 
This script displays a selected area within a both shallow and deep Level 0c data set. 

After having launched MATLAB, set the “Current Directory” to the folder containing 

the MATLAB routines and type “DisplayInputDataSelected” in the “Command 

Window” (Figure 2-18). 
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Figure 2-18 

 

Select the data file through the “Select File” dialog box (Figure 2-19). The data file is 

one of the four files present in the “Data” folder and may distinguished from the 

others, because it ends with “shh0” or “dhh0”.  The data file is highlighted in blue in 

Figure 2-19 

 

 
Figure 2-19 

 

After having selected the data file, the selected area has to by specified by filling two 

input dialog boxes with the first range and azimuth samples and the number of 

azimuth and range samples (Figure 2-20 and Figure 2-21). The ranges of the values to 

be specified are provided within the dialog boxes. 
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Figure 2-20 

 

 
Figure 2-21 

 

It is possible to choose whether or not displaying normalised data. Input data are 

displayed as in Figure 2-22. 

 

 
Figure 2-22 

 

The displayed figure may be saved in five different formats (.fig, .bmp, .jpg, .png, .tif). 
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2.2.2 ProcessDataSelected 
 

This script performs synthetic aperture processing of a selected area within a both 

shallow and deep Level 0c data set. After having launched MATLAB, set the 

“Current Directory” to the folder containing the MATLAB routines and type 

“ProcessDataSelected” in the “Command Window”. It has to be emphasised that the 

workspace containing the flight altitude over the air-ice interface, the configuration 

file and the navigation data file have to be present in the same directory as the data 

file. Select the data file to be processed through the “Select File” dialog box. The data 

file is one of the four files present in the “Data” folder and may distinguished from the 

others, , because it ends with “shh0” or “dhh0”. 

After having selected the data file, the selected area has to by specified by filling two 

input dialog boxes with the first range and azimuth samples and the number of 

azimuth and range samples. The ranges of the values to be specified are provided 

within the dialog boxes, however that ranges only take into account the size of the 

data set and “out of memory” errors may occur in case the number of azimuth 

samples is too high. 

Specify the path and the filename of the processed data file through the “Save As” 

dialog box (Figure 2-23). The processed data file, obtained as an output of this script, 

may be displayed by means of the “DisplayProcessedDataSelected” script. It is 

recommended to keep the default filename.  

 

 
Figure 2-23 

 

The number of azimuth samples to be incoherently averaged may be specified by 

means of an input dialog box (Figure 2-24). 
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Figure 2-24 

 

A waitbar shows what percentage of the processing is complete, as the processing 

proceeds (Figure 2-25).   

 

 
Figure 2-25 

 

An info file (.mat) with the information required to display the processed data is saved. 

The path and the filename of the info file have to be specified by means of a dialog 

box (Figure 2-26). It is recommended to keep the default filename and to save the file 

in the same folder as the processed data file. 

 

 
Figure 2-26 

 

2.2.3 DisplayProcessedDataSelected 
 

The script displays a selected area of both shallow and deep processed data. After 

having launched MATLAB, set the “Current Directory” to the folder containing the 

MATLAB routines and type “DisplayProcessedDataSelected” in the “Command 

Window”. 

Select the processed data file through the “Select File” dialog box (Figure 2-27). The 

processed data file is the output of the “ProcessDataSelected” script. It has to be 
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emphasised that the corresponding info file has to be present in the same directory as 

the processed data file. 

 

 
Figure 2-27 

 

The processed data are displayed, as shown in Figure 2-28. Data have been 

normalised and range shifting has been applied before displaying. As far as the axes 

are concerned, the x-axis and y-axis refers to along-track distance and time delay with 

respect to a constant altitude reference track, whose height above the WGS84 

ellipsoid (HAE) is specified in the label of the y-axis. 
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Figure 2-28 

 

The displayed figure may be saved in five different formats (.fig, .bmp, .jpg, .png, .tif). 

In order to help the user to locate the different features, some location reference 

information is provided. As shown in Figure 2-29, the latitude, the longitude and the 

flight altitude over the air-ice interface are plotted as a function of the along-track 

distance. A “Warning: Log of zero” message may appear in the Command Window. 

Because of the range shifting, in fact, there are some zero elements in the data matrix, 

whose logarithm have to be represented. However, this is only a warning and does not 

affect the quality of the displayed figure. 
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Figure 2-29 

 

 

The reference location information may also be saved in five different formats 

(.fig, .bmp, .jpg, .png, .tif). 

3 Reference Working Paper and Contact Information 
 

For a detail description of both the processing techniques and their software 

implementation, please refer to the following ESTEC Working Paper: 

 

M. Villano, “Synthetic Aperture Processing of Ice Sounding Radar Data – Processing 

Techniques and Results from POLARIS Proof-of-Concept Campaign”, ESTEC 

Working Paper no. 2356. 

 

Questions or comments are welcome and may be submitted to: 
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Florence Hélière 

ESA/ESTEC – Earth Observation Projects Department 

EOP-PIM Microwave Instruments Section 

Keplerlaan 1, 2201 AZ Noordwijk ZH - The Netherlands 

Tel.: +31 71 565 86 99 

Fax: +31 71 565 53 01 

E-mail: florence.heliere@esa.int 
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Appendix A – Overview of the Four Long Flights 
 

p080514_m160527 (Flight no. 1) 
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p080514_m163949 (Flight no. 2) 
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p080514_m170135 (Flight no. 3) 
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p080514_m174308 (Flight no. 4) 
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Appendix B – Zoomed Images 
 

p080514_m160527 (Flight no. 1) – Deep Sounding 
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p080514_m170135 (Flight no. 3) – Deep Sounding 
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p080514_m174308 (Flight no. 4) – Deep Sounding 
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